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Abstract 
Increasing Social Awareness about Asexuality through an Interactive Narrative  
Martina Tucker 
Michael Wagner, Adrienne Shaw, and Andre Carrington 
 
This thesis investigates the effect of techniques utilized in educational and persuasive games when 
used to create awareness about asexuality, in particular if they have any effect on the player’s 
understanding of asexuality or their view towards it. Asexuality is generally misunderstood in society, 
and if it is represented in media, it is often in a negative way. As part of this research, a visual novel 
was developed working with members of the Asexual Visibility and Education Network (AVEN), 
utilizing their experiences to create the narrative of the game, where the player follows an asexual 
main character through a branching narrative of experiences with their asexuality. Using true stories 
ensured that the game would provide an instance of positive representation for the asexual 
community. The study consisted of 32 people identifying as heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, 
pansexual, questioning and asexual. The majority of the group were asexuals interested in seeing how 
they were represented in the game. The players completed a pre- and post-questionnaire in order to 
see the difference in their opinions of asexuality and LGBT in general before and after playing the 
game. The study found that the players felt that they learned from playing the game, but there was no 
statistically significant change in their knowledge or attitudes due to most of the players being rather 
open minded or asexual themselves. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Although asexuality has been defined as a sexual orientation for about a decade, it is generally 
misunderstood or viewed negatively in society. This effects its media representation as well- as 
its validity as an orientation is often questioned, it is often presented as something fake or a 
mental disorder. If it is treated as an orientation, it is often portrayed negatively or represented 
by stereotypical character traits. These portrayals negatively affect the asexual community, 
who feel they are ignored or at best misunderstood by mainstream media.   
To combat this,  a visual novel was developed utilizing their experiences of members of 
the Asexual Visibility and Education Network (AVEN), where the player controls an asexual 
character through a branching narrative of experiences with their asexuality. The hypothesis set 
forth was that by utilizing techniques often used in educational and persuasive games, the 
game would educate players about asexuality and increase their acceptance of it as an 
orientation. In the case of any asexual players, using true stories ensured that the game would 
also provide an instance of positive representation for the asexual community. The study found 
that the game increased the player’s knowledge about asexuality and they came away with no 
change or a more positive view of it than before playing.  
The following chapter covers the background concerning the asexual community’s 
current struggles in society and media, as well as the techniques used in creating the game.  
The official statement of the thesis follows that (Chapter 3),  after which is the approach to the 
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design and study (Chapter 4), and the results of the study (Chapter 5). This is followed up by the 
conclusions (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 2: BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
This chapter covers the background information to lead into the formal research statement. 
The following topics will be: Definition of Terms, The Asexual Community and Representation, 
and Relevant Literature. 
2.1  Definition of Terms 
AVEN- The Asexual Visibility and Education Network. The largest online asexual community, this 
site contains information about asexuality, as well as forums where members of the community 
can post any sort of topics. These can range from questions about asexuality itself, to 
requesting assistance with visibility and education projects, to simple everyday topics like 
choosing a haircut or anime recommendations. 
Asexual- A person who doesn’t experience sexual attraction. An asexual will feel attracted to 
someone because they are attractive in another way, such as emotionally or romantically 
attractive, not because they’re sexually interesting. As a term, asexual has traditionally been 
used in biology to describe organisms that reproduce without sex; asexual as a term for humans 
who don’t experience sexual attraction has come into popular use over the last decade[3]. 
Aromantic Asexual- An asexual that has little or no romantic attraction to others; an aromantic 
asexual is satisfied with friendships and other non-romantic relationships. 
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Awareness game- A game designed to bring awareness to a underrepresented cause, 
movement, or community’s struggle. 
Engagement- All the qualities of an experience that really pull people in- whether this is a sense 
of immersion that one feels when reading a good book, or a challenge one feels when playing a 
good game, or the fascinating unfolding of a radio drama [18]. 
Visual Novel- An interactive fiction game where the player clicks through text to move the story 
along. Most visual novels have branching narratives, where the player chooses which direction 
to take the narrative by making choices as certain points in the game. These choices lead the 
player towards multiple storylines and endings. Even though visual novels are considered a 
subgenre of adventure games, they are often stereotypically associated with dating sims.  
2.2  The Asexual Community and Representation 
After a long struggle for social recognition, the LGBT community is gaining representation in 
digital media. For example, the action role playing game, Dragon Age: Inquisition allows the 
player to romance a character of the same gender, and it contains positively represented 
pansexual, biromantic, and transgender characters. Mortal Kombat X contains a gay playable 
character without making him a stereotype or a joke. Fire Emblem Fates  allows same-sex 
marriage as an option. This is a positive change compared to earlier representation-  by the 
sixties, gays and lesbians were beginning to gain representation in cinema, but they were still 
virtually nonexistent in TV until the late 60s, where their few representations were the “medical 
sickness model”. Dramatic depictions as well as representation in news coverage both showed 
men twice as much as women (same for gays and lesbians). After police raided a gay bar, the 
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Stonewall Inn, June 9 1969, riots began and the Gay Liberation Front was founded. This 
movement continued through the seventies, stressing the importance of visibility in media, 
leading to the first “gay drama” on TV, That Certain Summer in 1972. Even though the 
representation wasn’t entirely positive, it was one of the best characterizations of its time. 
“Between the late sixties and the early eighties, gay images moved from complete invisibility 
toward a contested presence on television”. However, after the AIDS epidemic began, 
representation quickly turned into only roles as a victim or a villain looking to spread the 
disease, with sympathetic portrayals being almost exclusively white upper middle class family 
men, destroying any diverse representation [13]. 
As AIDS increased gay visibility on TV, gay characters became more numerous in TV 
movies, dramas, and sitcoms; the question was no longer if gays were invisible, but who the 
characters were allowed to be or do. Media still treated gay communities as a subculture that 
larger society can’t accept; this caused TV producers to make ‘non threatening’ saintly gay 
characters. These “countertypes”, using the reverse of the stereotypical features of gay male 
characters, create a character that is unrealistically perfect- for example Consenting Adult  had 
a high school athlete, that was also the perfect song, brother and friend, making a message that 
to be gay and gain the audience’s sympathy, you have to be a perfect All-American middle class 
person. Gay saints also avoid any desire or physical intimacy that is cliché and expected with 
heterosexual characters (treated as asexual). This quest to make the characters unthreatening 
makes the characters bland, and somewhat feminine (gay men are shown as effeminate, while 
lesbians are almost never butch). Bisexuality is almost never represented, with characters 
always being either straight or gay, and just experimenting with a fluid sexuality. “By the late 
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1990s, gays, lesbians, and bisexuals are no longer invisible on television. But gay characters are 
still expected to exist in a straight world, as a foil for others’ anxiety, sympathy or humor. Few 
shows are willing to consider the real challenge gay perspectives pose to the mainstream, to 
questions of identity, gender, and sexuality as well as to conventional family life. To include the 
broad range of lesbian, gay, and bisexual experience, would demand that television expand its 
range of who it validates as fully human [13].” 
The asexual community’s representation is currently comparable to the LGBT’s earlier 
representation- asexual characters are few and those that appear are often shown as socially 
awkward stereotypes or mentally ill. Social recognition, as well as positive representation in 
media, is important for the LGBT community, as media portrayal affects how society views 
them and how they view themselves; I assume this should also apply to the asexual community 
[13].  Current society holds a rather low opinion of asexuality, and its validity is often 
questioned. This leads to asexuals being treated as outsiders at best, and potentially facing 
discrimination or bodily harm at worst, even in places considered “safe” and” tolerant” such as 
religious communities. These attitudes affect media portrayals of asexuality, where asexual 
characters are often portrayed as negative stereotypes, or their asexuality is treated as a 
pathological problem instead of a valid orientation. These portrayals reinforce societal 
misconceptions, creating a cycle of negativity that affects the asexual community, particularly 
those that are still coming to terms with their asexuality. 
In current society, where sexual preference  is treated as a major factor in identity 
formation, asexuality is often held in a negative light, and it is often questioned as a sexual 
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orientation. If asexuality is accepted as an orientation, the asexual community is still often 
shunned by the wider LGBT community. Heterosexuals were surveyed as viewing asexuals more 
negatively compared to homosexuals and bisexuals; they had more negative attitudes towards 
them, desired less contact with them if possible, and “were less willing to rent an apartment to 
or hire an asexual applicant”, seeing them as simultaneously machine-like and animal-like 
(somehow being both cold, emotionless, unrestrained, impulsive, and unsophisticated all at the 
same time)[6]. 
It is more common for asexuality’s existence to be questioned, leading to the asexual in 
question being treated as a broken individual or someone needing to be “fixed”. The threat of 
“corrective rape” is a common problem in the asexual community, where people, believing that 
asexuals are “oblivious” to their sexuality and need to know that they really want sex, rape 
them in order to “wake them up” [7]. The denial of asexuality as a valid orientation was even 
present in religious communities, ex.:“What do you call a person who is asexual? Answer: Not a 
person. Asexual people do not exist. Sexuality is a gift from God and thus a fundamental part of 
our human identity. Those who repress their sexuality are not living as God created them to be: 
fully alive and well. As such, they're most likely unhappy “. [17] 
This treatment of asexuality in society affects media representation, where there is a 
distinct lack of positively portrayed asexual characters. If they are present, asexuals are mostly 
ignored, ridiculed, or treated as “sick”[3]. 
When their asexuality is recognized as a valid orientation, asexual characters tend to fall 
into negative stereotypes in media, the most common being a socially awkward character that 
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seems clueless about how sexual society works, or a cold and detached extremely intelligent 
character (this character often being a detective or criminal mastermind). These stereotypes 
can also be gendered, with female asexuals more likely to be caricatures of the ideal role of 
what female sexuality is expected to be in the time period of the piece; for example in a society 
where women are expected to be pure and sexless, asexual women are portrayed as being a 
nun separated from society;  in a society where women should want sex as much as men, they 
are seen as being “frigid and cold”. Asexual men are treated as a logical impossibility since 
masculinity is usually correlated with sexuality [4,8].  
Other times,  asexuality can be downplayed to be “less threatening” to a sexual 
audience, assuring them that it is not a valid orientation, and is most likely a pathological 
condition that needs to be treated if the asexual wants to fit in society; this represents the 
asexual character as a sexual character suffering from a mental problem. 
An example of this occurs in Ian McEwan’s 2007 book On Chesil Beach, which tells the 
story of a woman in fear of having to spend her wedding night with her husband. She spends 
most of the book agonizing over how disgusted she is by the thought of sex as well as her guilt 
and fear of ruining their relationship, as her husband expects that a relationship have sex in it. 
At this point, the character is shown as a sex repulsed asexual character; this is shattered when 
she begins to tell her husband that she is asexual, only to have an uncontrollable flashback of 
her father physically abusing her. This effectively destroys the positive portrayal of asexuality, 
with the character suddenly being asexual as a result of being abused and broken, not because 
it is an actual orientation. [3] A similar event happens in the House MD episode Better Half, 
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where a happily married couple clearly identifies as asexual. The husband is revealed to be 
suffering from a brain tumor that causes him to have a low sex drive, while the wife is simply 
lying about being asexual so as to not upset her husband. The sexual audience is further 
reassured when Dr. House mentions that “anybody who considers themselves asexual must be 
‘sick, dying, or lying’, and that the couple had “wildly screwed up world views”.[3] 
This lack of positive representation is disheartening, as asexuals often struggle to 
reconcile themselves with the rest of society, feeling broken or defective; positive 
representation “offer(s) a crucial lifeline for people craving to know that there are others in the 
world like themselves [13].” 
2.3  Relevant Literature 
Games can be useful tools when used for learning or persuasion. When discussing games as a 
vehicle for learning, Nicola Whitton conducted a study about using games as a motivational way 
of learning. Every person interviewed was open to consider using a game to learn- but 
specifically only if they felt that it was the most effective way to learn about the subject 
contained. Games can in fact be the most effective way of learning due to their ability to 
engage students and create effective learning experiences that would not be as pronounced 
with less interactive mediums.  
 Whitton uses Benyon et al.’s definition of engagement -“all the qualities of an 
experience that really pull people in”. Games contain many elements that make them engaging, 
for example, a feeling of a sense of authenticity with the game environment, a compelling 
narrative, and immersion. Three aspects of games lead to increased engagement: challenge, 
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fantasy, and curiosity. Challenge uses goals along with the player’s uncertainty about whether 
they can reach them. Fantasy uses a storyline that flows well with the knowledge being learned. 
An example of this would be a game using a detective storyline where the player must learn 
chemical analysis in order to process crime evidence. When it is linked to the narrative, players 
will be generally more interested in learning. Curiosity can be created when actions in a game 
lead to feedback that is unexpected and constructive, often in way that expands what the 
player knows about the game world. This leads a player to want to play more to discover more. 
He also mentions fun as a potential element of engagement, albeit not an essential one-
learning games should have the development of engagement as the most important aspect of 
creating an effective learning experience, and while fun might be nice to have as well, it is not 
necessary. He uses the movie Schindler’s List as his example: while the movie is compelling and 
highly engaging, it is in no means fun. [18] 
As part of my game, I used fantasy and curiosity together to create engagement with 
the players. The game takes place during a fictional war with the Martians. The player character 
has recently joined the resistance in order to try to protect the Earth. As the Martians are 
weakened by teamwork and understanding between humans, the resistance has decided that 
their best option is to break its units into pairs. These pairs will use the ‘Memory Walk’ system 
to view each other’s memories in order to better understand their partner. The story begins 
with the player character being introduced to their partner for their first Walk. They have the 
option of three different paths to view, each showing a different type of relationship their 
partner has experienced- dating relationships, family relationships, and relationships with their 
friends. Upon hearing that they will be focusing on interactions, the partner reveals that they 
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are asexual, which may make some of their reactions to some of their interactions with those in 
their life seem somewhat confusing. After choosing a path, the player begins playing as their 
partner, choosing how to react to the people in their life. Most of the events are perfectly 
innocent happenings, but even without meaning to, some of the other characters will 
sometimes say or do damaging or marginalizing things that the player will have choices of how 
to react to (for example, the player has the choice whether to confront, laugh off, or ignore a 
friend casually remarking how the asexual character sometimes seems barely human for not 
wanting to sit through a movie’s sex scenes).  
Remirez and Squire mention that games have a capacity to help players learn through 
their ability to simulate situations. Situated learning theorists suggest that a person’s thinking is 
largely shaped by their experience of situations, with their interactions with people, the people 
themselves, or even their language playing a part. One example given is how an axe transforms 
people’s understanding of trees- wood is seen as a separate category from trees themselves. 
Figure 2. 1 Citizen Science 
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The educational game Citizen Science places players in the position of youth trying to improve a 
local watershed.  The player uses virtual tools such as chemistry kits to interact with the 
environment. They must also argue with virtual characters that live nearby about the cause of 
eutrophication in their society and what solutions they can use. Through experiencing this 
identity, the players’ way of thinking about their natural surroundings is transformed. Adding 
on to this, Gee’s notion of projective identity notes that gameplay inspires learning if the player 
has to learn skills or information from the game as part of becoming a desirable identity (for 
example, knowledge of Pokemon types and moves is crucial to progressing though the game’s 
world, and in turn becoming a Pokemon Master)[15].  
Quest Atlantis, a learning experience for late elementary school children, uses both of 
these techniques to encourage respect for diversity or creative expression. The player assumes 
the role of a person trying to improve life for the citizens of Atlantis through fulfilling quests. 
These quests are often traditional academic problems, such as learning math, or activities 
disconnected from the game, like creating a scrapbook, but they are given meaning by being 
placed in the context of the Atlantians’ narrative. Students playing the game were motivated by 
Figure 2. 2 Quest Atlantis 
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their projected identity and immersion in the game’s narrative or social relationships. This lead 
some of them to play the game and continue learning due to their desire to “become new kinds 
of people, to play, or to engage in legitimate social activity”. Described as “narratizing the 
curriculum”, the game uses its narrative context to encourage players to create new goals, and 
its ability to engage its players lead to learning gains across many different areas, such as 
reasoning and scientific inquiry [15]. 
Persuasive games range in the level of persuasion that they are trying to achieve, 
ranging from information to action: at one end, the game attempts to educate the player about 
an issue or idea, possibly wanting the player to change their attitude or belief towards it. On 
the other end, the game might try to motivate the player to take action in some way (signing a 
petition or buying a product). Their effectiveness tends to be determined by the degree to 
which their specific goals are met- for example the game Food Force, a game designed to 
educate children about world hunger, could determine its success by testing children on their 
knowledge of causes and solutions of world hunger. [8] These games use several means to draw 
in players and to attempt to persuade them, some of which are procedural rhetoric, immersion, 
and engagement [9].   
Procedural rhetoric, “the practice of using processes persuasively”, is used to engage a 
player through the way information is given to them [9] (this is quite similar to Gee’s principle 
of Explicit Information On Demand, or the Just-In-Time Principle [4]). For example, The 
Mcdonald’s Videogame doesn’t have narrative blocks explicitly explaining that choosing to sell 
cheap burgers quickly requires using factory farming, leading to environmental degradation. 
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This fact is made known to the player through the consequences of choices they make in the 
game. Since the player is learning about the situation through their own actions, they feel that 
they have an agency in the game, as well as an increased interest in discovering the story 
around them. In my game, the asexual character won’t note their feelings or reactions towards 
something until it happens, so the player will learn how the actions of the other characters can 
affect an asexual person as a result of how they choose to interact with these characters.   
Immersion, a related concept to projective identity, allows a player to place themselves 
in the position of being within the game, or in the place of the main character themselves; 
“because of our desire to experience immersion, we focus our attention on the enveloping 
world and we use our intelligence to reinforce rather than to question the reality of the 
experience”[9]. Immersion allows a better learning experience because attention is focused 
more effectively than if the audience is passive: acting in a Shakespeare play would do better to 
create a more clear and lasting view of the work than to have a teacher read the play to you. In 
relation to my project, a player doesn’t have to be asexual themselves to be able to empathize 
with an asexual character; however, playing a game as the character themselves would give the 
player a better view of an asexual experience then if they were to just watch a documentary of 
the said experience.   
Engagement also makes it so that a player is entirely absorbed into a game; however, its 
effect is more realized by the ability of the narrative to affect a player’s real beliefs: “Individuals 
who are more engaged in a story show greater generalization of the beliefs implied by the 
story”[9]. As an example of immersion’s use in helping understanding amongst a stigmatized 
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group, Yee and Bailenson (2006) had university-aged players play in a virtual environment using 
elderly avatars. The players left with more empathy and less stereotypes towards the elderly, 
showing that adopting the avatar or point of view of another person can increase empathy 
towards those similar to the character. This leads the thought that if the narrative is performed 
well, players may gain a more positive view of asexuality through playing the game as an 
asexual character. 
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Chapter 3: RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
 
 
This chapter covers the research question of the study. 
 Main Question  Will players have an increase in their perceived knowledge about 
asexuality and a more positive view of it after playing an interactive visual novel with a 
narrative and characters based on interviewed experiences of asexuals, particularly online 
members of the Asexual Visibility and Education Network (AVEN)? 
Hypotheses 
1. Players will feel that they have a better understanding of asexuality after playing the 
game. 
2. Players will have a positive change in their perception of asexuality- they will view it 
more favorably or be more accepting of it as a valid orientation. 
The rest of this thesis will explain the design of the game’s narrative and characters, the 
approach used in the study and the conclusions drawn from the study.  
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Chapter 4: APPROACH 
 
 
 
This chapter covers the creation of the game (narrative and character design) and the study.  
4.1  Spade Memory  
I wanted to create a game that would provide a way to teach people about asexuality 
and what asexuals experience, to show them that it is a real and valid orientation, while 
simultaneously creating an instance of positive representation for the asexual community. In 
order to do that, I used interviews with members of the asexual community, Twine to organize 
a branching storyline, and Ren’Py  to create a visual novel game out of the storyline. The game 
was then playtested by members of the asexual community, as well as outside the community 
to ensure that the game was getting its story across while being a source of positive 
representation for the asexual community.  
Spade Memory follows a branching narrative through three story paths as the player 
follows an aromantic asexual main character through her experiences with asexuality. These 
story paths each represent a type of relationship for the character (Dating, and relationships 
with their Family and Friends). The player has the ability to change the path they are playing at 
any point in the story if they become too uncomfortable with the material.  
18 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Path Options 
 Spade Memory, named as a reference to the Ace of Spades, a common symbol for 
asexuality, and the framing device of traveling through the memories of the main character, 
begins with the player having just entered a room in a space station. The Earth is currently 
under attack by the Martians, an alien group that is attempting to conquer the planet. Since the 
Martians surprise attacked the military forces as they landed, the world’s military numbers are 
quite low, so the civilians have banded together in an attempt to try to fight back. This force 
formed by civilian fighters is known as the Earth Alliance, the group that the player has joined, 
with the station being a base of operations. Martians are a very independent species, and their 
main strategy of attack is to demoralize or crush the will of their opponents- however because 
of their independent nature, they have a strong hatred of any form of bond to the point that 
they cannot comprehend them, and an opponent with a strong connection to its friends or 
family can easily resist their attacks. This is currently leading the Earth Alliance to use a system 
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called Memory Walk to allow their units to quickly form bonds with each other. This system 
allows a duo of partners to view each other’s memories led by an AI version of the memories’ 
owner, under the impression that viewing someone’s memories as if you were there will create 
a deep understanding of said person, and thus a strong bond. 
 The player has been partnered with Wisteria, an aromantic asexual college senior. They 
follow her memories and choose how to respond to situations as she deals with Freddy, a 
stubborn suitor, and coming to terms with her asexuality in the Dating path, navigates coming 
out as asexual to her mom, dad, and sister in the Family path, and deals with sexualized media 
and microaggressions as she hangs out with her friends Sloane and Smiljana in the Friends path. 
Each path was made more for a certain audience- the Dating path focuses on educating people 
about the reasons asexuals may not date, along with showing behavior that is hurtful, 
intentionally or not to them when it comes to their feelings about romance or sex. The family 
path focuses on showing the anxiety an asexual may feel explaining their orientation to their 
family, and shows how family members can be supportive. The friends path shows how 
recreational activities can be viewed differently to an asexual and how friends can be 
supportive of asexuals in their friend group. This path in my opinion is also the most geared 
towards asexuals themselves, as it is the most casual of the paths and much less stressful 
narrative-wise than the dating and family paths. All three of the paths end with a positive 
ending. 
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Figure 4.2 Dating Path 
 
Figure 4.3 Family Path 
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Figure 4.4 Friends Path 
4.2 Narrative 
The narrative of the game was created from lived experiences of members of the asexual 
community. These experiences were gained through interviews with members of AVEN about 
their experiences with asexuality, going into  
1. How they discovered asexuality,  
2. If they came out to anyone and how it went,  
3. How their asexuality affects their relationships with friends, family, or acquaintances,  
4. Microaggressions or experiences of being invalidated. 
The interviews were organized by the four aforementioned categories, and then by where 
the interviewees identified on the romantic or sexual spectrum (aromantic asexual, romantic 
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asexual, or demisexual). As I was initially going to create four different characters (an 
aromantic, heteroromantic, panromantic, and demisexual), I assigned the stories from there to 
match the characters’ places on the spectrum- the aromantic character used the aromantic 
stories, the heteroromantic character used the romantic stories where the interviewees were 
attracted to the opposite sex, the panromantic character used the romantic stories where the 
interviewees had an attraction to the same or multiple sexes, and the demisexual character 
used demisexual stories. The interviews were gained through a forum post on AVEN, and can 
be found in their categories in the Appendix. However, I only had enough time to implement 
one character, so I chose Wisteria, the aromantic asexual character. Seeing that she would be 
the only character to be played, I chose at least one story from each interviewee, regardless of 
their  category, so that they could all be represented in some way, while making sure not to 
contradict Wisteria’s identity on the spectrum storywise. As I am also aromantic and sex 
repulsed, some of the dialogue or events were also taken from my own experiences. As I go 
through the story paths in the game, the story used as influence will also be mentioned for 
reference.  
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The game begins in the Earth Alliance’s space station. An Admiral instructs the player to 
being their Memory Walk sequence. Upon no response from the player, the Admiral asks the 
player if they remember what to do. The player then has the option to choose between ‘Yes’ 
and ‘No, what’s going on here?’. Upon choosing ‘Yes’, the player is introduced to Wisteria. If the 
latter is chosen, the player has the option between seeing the backstory of the game and/or an 
explanation of what Memory Walk is (these were explained earlier in the chapter), before 
moving on to meeting Wisteria, or rather an AI programmed to interact with the player and 
lead them through her memories as if it is her (presumably an AI version of the player is 
currently doing the same with the true Wisteria).  
Wisteria is a 21 year old halfway through her senior year in college, and whose 
relationships with family, friends, or dating you will be viewing. She stops you before you can 
go any further, as she feels that you need to know where her viewpoint comes from for her 
reactions to others in her life to make sense. After some apprehension, she reveals to you that 
Figure 4.5 Flowchart of Narrative 
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she is aromantic asexual. She then asks if the player knows what that is. The player is then given 
the choice of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. 
Regardless of your answer, Wisteria will explain what it is, since any miscommunication 
between the partners in Memory Walk will only hurt their attempt at making a connection. She 
starts off with explaining that an asexual person doesn’t experience sexual attraction- she 
quickly clarifies that that doesn’t mean that they can’t be attracted to people romantically or 
emotionally, and that doesn’t necessarily mean that they have to hate sex. In her case, Wisteria 
is aromantic, so she isn’t interested in anyone romantically, and she herself is sex repulsed in a 
way that she doesn’t like watching other people in sexual situations or imagining herself in 
these types of situations. Since she has no interest in dating relationships, dating is at best 
viewed as a chore to her, and she holds friendships and other non-romantic relationships as the 
most important relationships in her life. All of this comes together to impact how she reacts 
towards people and situations in her life. Now relieved to have explained everything, she allows 
the player to choose which path they want to take between ‘Dating’, ‘Family’, and ‘Friends’.  
4.2.1 Dating Path 
 The player starts out in a classroom at Wisteria’s high school. The school itself is rather 
liberal, and LGBT is openly discussed in classes, while couples can be out without being 
harassed by other students. At this point, 17 year old Wisteria still hasn’t really decided what 
orientation she is- at age 12 she already knew “(she saw sex / attractiveness / hot people 
differently from most other people around (her)”, but since she never thought any of the girls 
were attractive, she is currently assuming herself as straight. However, she’s never thought of 
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any of the guys in a sexual or romantic way either, leading her to think that she’s “somehow 
slow, traumatized or in some way messed up”. Where the story picks up, she is currently in a 
type of denial of her difference, and is assuming “everyone (else in the school is) just 
pretending” to think others are attractive because they are expected to, and that none of them 
actually see each other in a romantic or sexual way. This denial also leads to her “waiting for 
the moment (she’d) meet someone and suddenly fall in love”, proving that she is no different 
from everyone else. To prove that she truly finds others attractive, Wisteria points out a boy in 
class with her, Enzo. She assumes “(she has) a crush with him” as “(she has) nothing to compare 
it to and no other name to give it, although (she can’t) picture (her)self doing absolutely 
nothing with him- he (is) just a guy (she thinks is) nice and funny and would…(like) to get to 
know and be friends with him.” She goes to ask him out but unfortunately, Enzo already has a 
girlfriend, and the two of them already have plans. Wisteria is relieved to hear that he isn’t 
interested, as this means that she doesn’t “need to do anything else about (her) "feelings"”, 
and she doesn’t  “have to go through the ordeal of actually going out with him, which would 
have been SO awkward and pointless, since (she) didn't want to kiss him or anything”. 
However, this only increases her confusion as the rejection hasn’t upset her at all. Her friends 
Sloane and Smiljana approach to try to comfort her after her rejection, raising the question of 
whether she should admit to them that she isn’t upset about it or to just play along with and 
expected reaction, with the choices ‘Just let it go’ or ‘Tell them’(Based on Interviews 1, 6, 7, 8 
and 12).  
 If the player chooses to let it go, Wisteria decides not to mention her feelings to her 
friends, noting that if she did she would end up sounding like a robot or a Femme Fatale 
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character, and decides that she should wait until she discovers what is wrong with her before 
saying anything. If the player chooses to tell Smiljana and Sloane, Wisteria admits that she isn’t 
upset about the rejection, and simply wanted to be friends with him. This prompts confusion 
from the other two, who question why she asked him out if she just wanted to be friends with 
him, as that is an action only taken in response to having a crush. This leads Wisteria to 
grumpily acknowledge that wanting to get to know someone doesn’t count as having a crush, 
while her friends assume that she is pretending to be unbothered to put up a strong face. This 
leads to some frustration on Wisteria’s part, as she doesn’t understand why it’s so hard for 
them to believe that she only wanted to be friends with him, and dislikes the notion that she 
can only talk to others outside of her friend group in a romantic context (Based on Interview 6). 
 Regardless of which choice the player made, the next scene places Wisteria in a 
deserted hallway. She has just finished Health class, where a guest speaker gave a lecture about 
sex. The speaker started out by stating that everyone in class that hadn't fantasized about 
having sex was “lyin', or there's somethin' wrong with you." He then spent the rest of the class 
firmly reminding everyone that friends come and go unlike real love that lasts forever, in an 
attempt to silence a boy in class that ‘had the nerve' to say his friends were more important 
than dating. Since it’s the last day of Health classes for the year, the class was let out early, 
leading to Wisteria’s current position of heading to the parking lot. Unfortunately, someone 
noticed that she was upset during the lecture, and has decided to walk with her through the 
halls- Freddy, a boy in some of her classes. She’s one of the only people that is nice to them in 
her class, and he seems to think that they’re much closer friends than they are. Wisteria is 
uncomfortable walking with him, as she assumes that he must be trying to make a romantic 
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move. On cue, as they get to the door leading to the parking lot, Freddy grabs her and kisses 
her. Throughout the entire kiss her reaction varies between disgust and boredom. They 
separate, and Freddy starts to move in again. The player has the choice to either ‘Come up with 
an excuse to leave’ or ‘Shove Freddy off” (Based on Interview 6 and own experiences). 
 If the player chooses to come up with an excuse, Wisteria quickly notes that her sister 
has arrived to pick her up, and she needs to go quickly. Freddy initially rejects this, saying that 
since they got out early school has not technically ended. Before he can continue his protests, 
one of Freddy’s friends calls him from the other end of the hallway, giving Wisteria an opening 
to escape out the door. If the player chooses to shove Freddy, Wisteria pushes him away from 
her, startling him enough that she can escape without him stopping her. Either way, she runs all 
the way to her sister Myrinne’s car, where she is immediately questioned about why she looks 
upset. After saying that Freddy kissed her, Myrrine responds with confusion, as she assumed 
that she wasn’t interested in romantic things. Wisteria wants to avoid Freddy as she didn’t have 
a chance to tell him she wasn’t interested in dating. However, Myrrine suggests that they 
should at least tell their mother, as she will notice that Wisteria is upset. Wisteria continues to 
be upset at these events, as she was panicked and uncomfortable instead of feeling happy, and 
sees no reason to want to be kissed ever again due to how repulsed she felt about it. If the 
player chose to shove Freddy, Wisteria will also note that she is considering “becoming a nun, 
since the experience had been just so... dull, and (she doesn’t) see why (she) would want to 
ever do it again” (Based on Interview 6).  
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 The next scene places Wisteria with Myrrine and her mother at the local mall. They told 
their mother about Freddy sometime before, and she had grown excited at the fact that 
Wisteria may be dating as she had been worried that she wasn’t trying to be in relationships. 
Wisteria didn’t mention that she has been avoiding him at school. She gave him her phone 
number at a point during a group project, and he’s been using that to text her constantly, much 
to her annoyance. As they are stopped, they see a boy in the parking lot nearby. Her mother 
recognizes him as Freddy from making Wisteria show her a picture of him in one of her 
yearbooks after she found out about their ‘dating’. She quickly calls him over while ignoring 
Wisteria’s discomfort, determined to have her hang out with him. As Freddy approaches he 
mentions that due to the player’s previous actions he thought Wisteria didn’t like him, but her 
wanting to hang out with him has proven that he was misguided, much to her annoyance. 
However, she decides she might as well attempt to go on a ‘date’ as “"proof" to (her)self” that 
she is ‘normal’ and that her inexperience with romance is simply making her afraid and 
repulsed by anything related to sex or romance. The player is then given a choice of where to 
go for the date- to ‘Stay here’ and go shopping together, or ‘Go to the Movies’ (Based on 
Interview  11 and own experiences). 
  If the player chooses to stay at the mall, Wisteria chooses this option to get the date 
over with. Her mother excitedly heads the other direction to leave the two alone as Freddy 
leads Wisteria to a novelty joke store. Myrrine follows from a distance, making sure not to let 
herself be seen by Freddy. Freddy instantly grabs Wisteria’s hand and tries to lead her through 
the aisles, much to Wisteria’s discomfort. The store specializes in sexual jokes, with joke items 
in the front of the store and the back dedicated to sex toys. Any time she’s gone in, she barely 
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walks past the entrance to see whatever it is her mother tries to get her to look at in the store, 
and then endures her mother’s teasing about being ‘scared’ of coming in. She tries to convince 
Freddy to go to another store, but he doesn’t budge, insisting they go to the back. She 
mentions that she doesn’t want to because she isn’t into sexual things, causing Freddy to get 
defensive, before launching into a rant about how she’s just uncomfortable confronting her 
desires in public and needs to try to accept seeing sexual things as they are a natural part of 
having a relationship. He then drags her to the back of the store while the cashier looks 
nervously on. Wisteria begins to protest again but is silenced by Freddy kissing her. Once again 
she is unmoved, only instead of looking all over a hallway, she is keeping “track of how many 
times a (nearby lava lamp) changed color while the kiss lasted, just so (she has) something to 
do”. She immediately starts coming up with a way to end the date quickly, leading the player to 
have the choices ‘Excuse’ or ‘Get Myrrine’ (Based on Interview 6 and own experiences). 
 If the player chooses to use an excuse, as soon as Freddy ends the kiss she mentions 
that she dislikes being kissed. Freddy takes this as his cue to start ‘a journey to try to help her 
accept her sexuality’ and attempts to hold her hand as she starts grabbing nearby magnets to 
occupy her hands. She continues to explain that she doesn’t like romantic or sexy things, to 
which Freddy responds that she should choose her words more carefully as it makes her sound 
like ‘some type of freak’. This prompts Wisteria to pretend she got a text from her sister saying 
that she finished shopping with her mother. Freddy whines that they rushed to limit his time 
alone with her and tries to get her to text back asking them to just pick her up later. Myrrine 
appears from her hiding place and grabs Wisteria, pulling her quickly out the store without 
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giving Freddy a chance to do anything else. Freddy grumpily admits defeat and lets her leave 
(Based on own experiences).  
If the player chooses to get Myrrine, Wisteria makes eye contact with her after the kiss 
ends, prompting her to break them apart. Freddy grows angry and demands that she back away 
from Wisteria, who he labels ‘my girl’. Myrrine retorts that she can’t be her girlfriend because 
he’s too oblivious to her discomfort for them to be together. Freddy curses at her, leading 
Myrrine to threaten to fight him. Wisteria tries to get them to calm down as the cashier rushes 
into the middle, suggesting that Wisteria leave with Myrrine so they have some time to calm 
down. Freddy angrily backs down, letting the two leave (Based on own experiences).  
Regardless of choice, once they are far away from Freddy, Wisteria admits that she 
hates the concept of dating or having a relationship and fears telling him that she doesn’t like 
him, as she feels it would be mean. Myrrine quickly points out that he ignores all her discomfort 
and that she wouldn’t care about his feelings, and asks why she cares about hurting him. Her 
class has graduation practice the next day, meaning that all the students will sit together in the 
auditorium- Freddy will most likely do everything in his power to sit near her and bring their 
‘relationship’ up. Wisteria is conflicted, as she can’t justify why she cares about his feelings 
when he doesn’t seem to care about hers, but feels that she is in the wrong for being ‘broken’ 
in the first place (Based on own experiences).   
 If the player chooses to go to the movies, Wisteria chooses this option to avoid dealing 
with Freddy at the current time. Her mother quickly says she can drop her off at the theater 
that night and lets Freddy find which movies are playing at that time on his phone. Wisteria is 
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then given the choice of two movies- Lights in The River or Bandits of The Abyss 2. Lights is a 
gory horror movie, a genre she can’t stand, but it doesn’t have a sex scene in its trailer, hinting 
that the movie probably won’t have any. Bandits is a sequel to an action comedy known for sex 
jokes and multiple sex scenes to show how ‘macho’ the main character, making her not entirely 
enthused about seeing it, but she enjoys the fight scenes in the franchise. Regardless of movie 
chosen, Wisteria will note that the rest of the shopping trip was ruined due to that she had 
hanging out with Freddy over her head for the day. When they go to find their seats in the 
theater, Freddy grabs her hand and leads her through the seats, making her embarrassed and 
upset as she feels that he’s treating her as a possession (Based on own experiences). 
 If the player chooses to see Lights, Wisteria will note that the movie was terrible after 
they return to the lobby. However, the worst part of the movie wasn’t the movie itself- Freddy 
continually attempted to hold her hand or put his arm on her shoulder, and at one point started 
grabbing her chest and trying to get his fingers under her bra through her shirt. He then looked 
upset and hurt when she told him to stop touching her. As they enter the lobby, Freddy 
seemingly ignores all that happened during the movie and asks if she is afraid to go to bed. He 
mentions that he could sleep over with her if she wants so she can have company- she politely 
refuses even though she is still angry with him. If the player chooses to see Bandits, Wisteria 
will decide that the movie wasn’t that bad- she was disgusted by the sex scenes and the female 
characters’ oversexualization, but she enjoyed the action scenes and some of the jokes. Freddy 
points out that he never got to kiss Wisteria during the movie, to which she counters that 
Action movies aren’t considered ‘make-out movies’. Not to be defeated, Freddy suggests that 
sleep over at his house so they can watch appropriately romantic movies- she makes the excuse 
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that she has  a lot of homework she still needs to finish. He pushes further, noting that the girl 
in a lot of the movie’s sex scenes reminded him of her, and that it was hard for him to 
concentrate on the movie at parts because he kept imagining himself as the male character. 
Freddy’s continual “asking really uncomfortable questions about arousal and sex and 
masturbation (that she doesn’t) want to be a part of” serves to annoy Wisteria (Based on 
Interview 8 and own experiences). 
Regardless of movie choice, her unhappy reaction leads Freddy to ask why she always 
started drinking her soda when he tried to kiss her during the movie and looked upset 
whenever he tried to touch her. She replies that she doesn’t enjoy being touched, to which he 
replies that touching is an important part of having a relationships, and if she doesn’t like being 
touched it’ll cause problems with having sex. She continues that she’s not really into having sex 
or dating and that she can’t imagine being with anyone romantically. Freddy insists that she 
simply has a fear of sex, and that once she gets over it she can have a much better life. When 
Wisteria argues that she has no interest in any of that and holds friendships as her most 
important relationships, he calls her immature and notes that “everyone has someone meant 
for them. Choosing not to even look for them and giving up on anyone that potentially dates 
you just makes you miss out on your true pairing. Friends are important too, but you can't go 
through life not trying to have a romantic partner. Won't you be lonely later in life when all 
your friends have partners and you don't?" He continues to assume that Wisteria is only 
thinking how she does because she’s scared of sex and she’ll eventually learn to enjoy it and 
adds that “it is wrong not to have sexual feelings for someone, we need it, you won't be able to 
stay in a relationship”. Wisteria begins to protest, but he kisses her to cut her off. She is just as 
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unmoved as when he did so at school, only now she is more interested in looking at the old 
movie posters on the walls instead of looking around a hallway. Tired of having her feelings 
invalidated or spoken over, and still very uncomfortable with the idea of dating, she starts to 
come up with a way to end the date quickly- the player is given the choice to either come up 
with an ‘Excuse’ or to ‘Get Myrrine’, who should be waiting in the parking lot outside (Based on 
Interview 10 and own experiences).  
 As soon as Freddy ends the kiss she questions why he is so insistent on kissing her. 
Similarly to during the shopping scene, Freddy takes this as his cue to start ‘a journey to try to 
help her accept her sexuality’ and attempts to hold her hand as she starts texting her sister, 
using her phone to block his hands. If the player chooses to use an excuse, he also notes that he 
is surprised that she is uncomfortable about sex, since she usually wears tight or ‘cute’ clothing, 
and she shouldn’t wear such if she doesn’t want attention from others. This blaming her for his 
actions only annoys Wisteria more, and she promptly states that her ride has arrived. Freddy 
tries to walk out with her, but she quickly notes that he is parked at the other entrance, and it 
would be inconvenient. He grabs her hand before she can get very far and tries to kiss her 
again, and looks upset when she quickly dismisses him. If the player chooses to get Myrrine, 
instead of his statement about her clothing, Freddy says that it makes no sense for her to be 
uncomfortable with sex since she is Black. This annoys Wisteria further since she has not come 
out to her parents since they also assume that because she is Black, she cannot be asexual. She 
quickly says that her ride has arrived, but Freddy tries to get her to ignore that and stay with 
him longer. At this point Myrrine has already marched her way to them, and drags Wisteria out 
the door while ignoring Freddy’s disappointed protests (Based on own experiences). 
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Regardless of choice, once they are in the car Wisteria tells Myrrine what happened 
during the date. If the player chose Lights, Myrrine will grow angry, saying that Freddy was 
sexually harassing her, while if the player chose Bandits, Myrrine groans at the mention of 
Freddy trying to get Wisteria to sleep with him, stating that they’ve only been alone together 
for three total hours during which Freddy annoyed her relentlessly. Wisteria continues by 
saying that Freddy has been texting her constantly asking for naked pictures of her, and refuses 
to accept any of her excuses for why she won’t send them. The same exchange about Wisteria 
hating dating and fearing telling Freddy her feelings from the end of the shopping date is 
stated. (Based on own experiences). 
Once Wisteria gets home from the date (whether Movies or Shopping) she starts typing 
out an angry text to Freddy, and then immediately feels bad about it and deletes it. She then 
sends a more generic text saying that she is sorry but she doesn’t think she is really interested 
in him, before sitting and crying. She still feels terrible about hating dating, and since ‘normal’ 
people always feel happy when they have someone that’s interested in them romantically, she 
is clearly a terrible person. As she takes her antidepressants, she wonders if a side effect is her 
discomfort with sex and romance. However, she isn’t inclined to use her pills as an excuse to 
get out of her ‘relationship’, since Freddy will most likely just say for her to stop taking them. 
She goes to the family computer and finds that Myrrine has left one her LGBT sites open. Since 
none of the parents know that Myrrine is a lesbian, Wisteria races to close the page before her 
mother has a chance to come by and see it. She stops when she sees a term no one has ever 
mentioned in school- ‘Asexual’. She has “never seen the term before and looked at the 
comments to see what asexuality was, in which a random person defined it as 'not liking 
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anyone'”. From there, she looks it up and the first site that comes up is The Asexual Visibility 
and Education Network, and after reading through some posts, “start(s) to accept the fact that 
(she) really (is) asexual, and there is nothing wrong about it, that (she is) normal and there is no 
reason to be afraid or scared about it”. Now feeling better about herself, she becomes 
determined that she is not going to keep suffering through ‘dating’ Freddy when she doesn’t 
have to want romance or sex to be normal. She vows to tell Freddy if he bothers her the next 
day, and if he refuses to believe her, she will just leave it at that and ignore him- the next day is 
the last day of school, so she most likely won’t have to see him afterwards regardless (Based on 
Interview 7, 8 and own experiences). 
The next day, the senior class sits together in the school auditorium to practice walking 
up to get their diplomas. Wisteria is sitting next to Sloane in the furthest back row with her bag 
in the other seat next to her to stop anyone from sitting there. She just finished telling her 
about what happened with Freddy and Sloane has revealed that she  dislikes him, as he tried to 
date her at a point and he’s a compulsive liar. On cue, Freddy comes back to where they are 
sitting and takes her bag out the seat, sitting in it himself. He ignores Sloane complaining at him 
and starts asking Wisteria about her text. She grumpily notices that he hasn’t apologized for his 
behavior before. Freddy starts off saying that she doesn’t need to give up on a relationship just 
because she’s scared of sex and suggests that she might be more comfortable in a threesome 
with another girl, that girl being the girl who was with her the day before- Myrrine. If the player 
chose to get Myrrine during the shopping date, he also throws in that he would be willing to 
forgive her for being a jerk if she was open to the idea. When he notices that he is getting 
nowhere, with Wisteria and Sloane both growing irritated, he moves on to confronting Wisteria 
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about her actions the day before. If the player chose to go to the movies, Freddy will demand to 
know why she glared at him when he tried to hold her hand. Regardless of previous choices, 
Wisteria will cut him off, stating that she already told him that she wasn’t interested in sex or 
romance. Freddy immediately fires back that “romance was a precursor to sex, and not 
something on its own”, and a relationship would just be worthless without it. This gives 
Wisteria an opening to explain that she is asexual, but she is unsure whether to say so since she 
hasn’t told Sloane yet, giving the player the choice to ‘Go for it’ or ‘Wait until later to tell 
him’(Based on Interview 10, 16 and own experiences). 
If the player chooses to go for it, Wisteria comes out and says that she is aromantic 
asexual, so she doesn’t need or want a relationship. Sloane looks surprised at this revelation. If 
the player chooses to wait until later, Freddy continues on saying that Wisteria can’t possibly go 
through like without ever having sexual desire. Sloane cuts him off, stating that she could 
possibly be asexual. This surprises Wisteria, and upon asking how she knows what asexuality is, 
Sloane notes that she does feminist blogging in her free time and she should be well versed on 
how sexuality intersects with sex and gender. Regardless of choice, Freddy angrily asks what 
that is supposed to mean. Wisteria explains it, while adding in that even if she was interested in 
relationships she would have no reason to like him. Freddy grows hysterical and shouts that 
asexuality isn’t real unless she is a fictional villain as “there (is) no way that such a thing could 
exist”, and insists that she is just a sociopath that thinks she’s better than everyone else since 
she doesn’t actually care about others. At this point, the students in the nearby seats have 
grown quiet and begun eavesdropping on their conversation. Freddy continues by saying that 
she is lying in order to make an excuse for being afraid of sex and using asexuality to try to 
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make herself sound special. At this point, if the player chose to go for it, Sloane finally has 
enough of him and says that he should respect her identity. This relieves Wisteria, who was 
worried about what Sloane would think. Regardless of choice, Wisteria then angrily demands 
that Freddy stop trying to tell her how she feels, and that she isn’t a broken or terrible person 
for not wanting a relationship. This only makes Freddy angrier and he shouts that she has only 
convinced him that she is afraid of being vulnerable in a relationship and is lying about ‘this 
ridiculous thing you want to call an orientation’ instead of just admitted that she is a lesbian. 
Sloane jumps in saying that he has nerve to call her a liar especially since he already has a 
girlfriend from another high school. Freddy tries to silence her, but this only pushes Wisteria 
further, who states that even if he didn’t have another person he thought she was too stupid to 
find out about, she wouldn’t like him anyway since he can’t be bothered to accept someone 
else’s feelings if they inconvenience his desire for sex. Freddy counters that he doesn’t want to 
talk to her anyway since she is a freak, leading Wisteria to smack him before she can stop 
herself. Now embarrassed in front of several of his classmates, Freddy gets up and sits 
elsewhere in the auditorium when asked to by Wisteria. After he leaves, Sloane pulls Wisteria 
into a hug, stating that even though Wisteria might not have wanted to tell her about her 
asexuality, she assures her that there is nothing wrong with her and there is nothing wrong 
with not wanting to date (Based on Interview 16 and own experiences). 
After this, the player is transported back to the station, having finished their simulation 
for the time being. Wisteria’s AI narrates some details that happened after the events shown- 
her friendship with Sloane got better after she told her about her asexuality, and she has been 
supportive about it even though she sometimes teases her about not finding others attractive 
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for the same reasons she does. She “avoided everything and anything to do with dating” after 
the events with Freddy, but halfway through college she decided that she possibly had a bad 
view of dating because of him and set out to ‘prove’ that she was asexual by having a brief fling 
with another man. However, she was still “ very uncomfortable about the idea of sex and did 
(her) best to avoid it”, eventually saying she was a lesbian and just wanted a friendships to 
avoid having to explain asexuality to him. He ended up saying she was stupid for wanting to be 
friends instead of having a ‘real relationship’ along with several homophobic things in response, 
making her glad that she didn’t tell him. Yet, she tried again after that by dating one of her male 
friends much to the same discomfort. She told him she was asexual and he “was incredibly 
understanding. He's been curious, but he's never questioned (her) identity. Sometimes he does 
forget (she’s) repulsed and start(s) talking to (her) of his sexual occurrences, but otherwise he's 
been very supportive”, and they are currently still friends. Now without the excuse that she 
dislikes dating due to being with terrible people, she has finally completely come to terms with 
being asexual (Based on Interview 2, 7, 12, 15 and own experiences).  
4.2.2 Family Path  
 The player starts out in the kitchen at Wisteria’s house. After she found out about 
asexuality she immediately decided she was aromantic asexual, but she has yet to tell any of 
her family. There is currently a holiday coming up, so her Aunt Amata is visiting. Wisteria is 
planning on staying in her room until she has to go to roller derby practice to make sure she has 
to interact with her as little as possible. However, her mother calls her and her sister out to the 
kitchen, and if she doesn’t come out, Amata will come into the doorway and trap her into a 
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conversation. She begrudgingly comes out while the family is in the middle of a conversation. 
Amata pauses in the middle of her statement about hating gay people when she sees Wisteria 
and Myrrine. She immediately asks if any of them have boyfriends, and when both of them say 
no, she says they are both too old to not be dating and that Myrrine would probably get more 
attention if she stopped trying to look like a man. She insists that if they continue to be single 
they’ll convince her that they are gay, reminding her of what she was speaking about before 
they entered. She continues on that anyone that identifies as LGBT are defective sinners and 
she doesn’t know what she would do if she found out there were any in the family, while 
looking pointedly at Wisteria and Myrrine. Their mother quickly assures her that there wouldn’t 
be any in the family, as “Black people don’t do that stuff”. Their father disagrees with both of 
them, stating that you don’t choose what orientation you are, and LGBT people definitely aren’t 
defective. He asks Amata if she chose to be straight, making her lash out at him, claiming that 
he is a “sympathizer” for the “sinners’”. At this point, Myrrine shouts at her to shut up, 
surprising Amata and angering their mother. Their mother tells Myrrine to apologize but she 
says she’ll only apologize when Amata apologizes for being a bigot. Unwilling to put up with 
Amata any longer, she storms out the door, calling Wisteria with her as Amata screams that she 
must be ‘one of those sinners’. Since they are about an hour early for roller derby practice, the 
two of them end up sitting in the roller rink’s parking lot. Myrrine has been ranting about 
Amata for the entire drive. She hates how Amata says plenty of offensive things and their 
mother just goes along with it and then claims to be an ally to the LGBT after she leaves. She 
also grumbles that she’s never mentioned being interested in anyone and there’s only so long 
you can be ‘uninterested’ in a sex before it’s obvious that you aren’t interested in whatever sex 
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it is. With that, she leaves an opening for Wisteria to tell her that she is asexual. If she tells her, 
it might increase her chances of defending her when she inevitably has to explain things to 
other people. Otherwise she can just not mention it. The player is given the choice between 
‘Bring it up’ and ‘Just agree with her and leave it at that’(Based on Interview 3 and own 
experiences). 
 If the player chooses to bring it up, Wisteria will agree that it’s annoying how “relatives 
have been pushing (them) to get boyfriends and how absurd it (is)”, especially since she “(isn't) 
going to be having any boyfriends anytime soon mainly because (she is) asexual”. Myrrine is 
quiet for a moment before asking if she means she is aromantic. Much to her relief, she clarifies 
that she is aromantic and sex repulsed, assuming that Myrrine is “informed about asexuality 
beforehand…because of (her) activities around the LGBT community”. Myrrine notes that 
everything makes sense, what with Wisteria always getting extremely annoyed by her parents 
nagging her about dating and why she crossed out ‘A is for Allies’ on all the LGBT posters 
around her school building and replaced it with ‘A is for Ace’. The rest of day is rather 
uneventful since Amata is gone by the time they get home from practice. After dinner, the 
family sits in front of the TV watching a movie from the 80s they’ve all seen multiple times. If 
the player chose to bring it up, Wisteria will be somewhat optimistic about possibly telling the 
parents since they got on the topic earlier. It the player chooses to just agree with her she will 
simply state their family’s pushing is annoying but end it there. When they get home, she will 
be nervous about telling the parents as she couldn’t even tell Myrrine. However, there is the 
chance to tell all three of them at once. The player is given the choice to ‘Tell the parents’ or 
‘Wait’(Based on Interview 9). 
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 If the player chooses to tell the parents, Wisteria will begin to start talking only to be cut 
off by her mother asking if she’s seen any cute boys at school. If the player chooses to wait, she 
will rationalize that, depending on previous choice, telling Myrrine is enough for a day or that 
she should wait until she tells Myrrine, on top of that she doesn’t want to fight with her mother 
over whether asexuality is real since she “won't accept anything without ‘scientific evidence’”. 
Regardless of choice, her mother will ask her about the boys at her school. Wisteria instantly 
becomes annoyed, as “by this point (she is) really sick of her prodding and poking at (her) 
constantly, teasing (her) about guys she thought (she) could possibly be crushing on”. Her 
mother continues pushing her before growing upset that she isn’t reacting positively, a 
common occurrence as any time Wisteria ignores her, “she…become(s) frustrated with (her) 
and these discussions would inevitably end in huge fights”. She mentions that she should try to 
find someone to date since life would be much easier that way, and grows angry that Wisteria 
always gets an attitude when she asks her about dating. She demands to know why Wisteria 
doesn’t have any crushes on anyone, to which she quickly responds that “(she doesn’t) have a 
crush because (she doesn’t) like anybody” and that she “feel(s) the same about boys and girls”. 
Before she can take back her statement, her mother looks horrified while her father looks 
nervously away from the TV. If the player chose to tell Myrrine earlier, she will look nervous as 
well, while if they didn’t tell her, she will start to stand up in an attempt to get ready to leave. 
Her mother demands to know if she means she is bisexual, and upon getting no response she 
turns on Myrrine, trying to get her to answer for her. If the player chose to tell Myrrine, she will 
quickly say no, and then ask why their mother is making a big deal out of it and accuse her of 
trying to kick Wisteria out the house “with the rest of the family bigots”. If the player didn’t tell 
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Myrrine, she will not answer for Wisteria, but she will ask why their mother cares what 
orientation she is. Before Myrrine and her mother can start an argument, Wisteria quickly 
explains that she is asexual- to her relief, her mother has already heard of it, so she doesn’t 
have to convince her that it exists. Not to be deterred, her mother immediately states that she 
is still getting married regardless much to Wisteria’s annoyance. The player is given the options 
to respond with ‘Absolutely Not’, ‘Probably Not’ or ‘Maybe’ (Based on Interview 2, 3 and own 
experiences).   
 If the player chooses ‘Absolutely Not’, her mother will shout that she can’t live that way. 
Wisteria will concede that if she did get married, “it would be to another asexual, as more of an 
ultra-best friend instead of a romantic/sexual partner”. This upsets her mother even more, who 
states that she makes it sounds like she doesn’t want any love in her life. When Wisteria says 
she doesn’t want that, her mother shrieks that she is being “incredibly non-Christian” and that 
the Bible states that a person should have a loving relationship between a man and woman. 
Myrrine tries to talk over her, while her mother continues that Wisteria can’t live without 
having love. This prompts the current memory to pause and transition to a flashback to 
Wisteria’s junior high school. Each semester, the school changed the theme for their bulletin 
board. The board’s current slogan was ‘Love=God’. Her teacher tried to explain what it meant 
to the class, and came to the conclusion that as long as they loved each other romantically  they 
would find love with God, as only evil people didn’t feel romantic love. At this point in time, 
Wisteria was already aware that she had no interest in romance even though everyone else in 
her class had started attempting at relationships. This explanation left her feeling defective, and 
the fact that the theme of being an evil person doomed to go to hell for not loving others 
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romantically was reiterated constantly for the rest of the semester caused her to fall into a 
depression that only worsened in high school. At a point she was suicidal about it, something 
she has never told her mother knowing that she would blame herself for it. The flashback ends 
and the scene returns to the home, where her mother is now crying, insisting that she has to 
date or get married (Based on Interview 3, 17 and own experiences).  
If the player chooses ‘Probably Not’ to her mother’s marriage question, her mother 
starts with “how much easier life would be if I had a partner”. Wisteria will add that it shouldn’t 
be that big of a deal since her mother had “been a single parent for almost 2 decades” before 
marrying their father. Her mother retorts that just because she was by herself doesn’t mean 
Wisteria has to be and that she didn’t necessarily want to be by herself, before bursting into 
tears. She insists that she must have made some mistake while raising Wisteria to make her 
think this way, and that her failures shouldn’t make her make a decision to live alone. Her 
father finally steps in, trying to calm her down, only for her to continue on insisting that 
Wisteria is just putting herself in a box and hasn’t met the right person yet. Wisteria counters 
saying that she is 21, and she should have a clear idea of who she is interested in. Her mother 
says that both Wisteria and her sister are just being too shy around men to know whether they 
want to date them or not, before bursting into tears again (Based on Interview 3, 5 and own 
experiences). 
If the player chooses ‘Maybe’, Wisteria says she may consider getting married but she 
still won’t date or have sex. Her mother begins crying while insisting that she is too young to 
know if she would want any of that, and insists that she is too focused on school to currently 
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concentrate on dating. Her father jumps in trying to lessen the tension, adding that that isn’t a 
problem, since she doesn’t need distractions from her schoolwork anyway. However the mood 
immediately plummets again when her mother continues that her hormones might be being 
affected by her antidepressants, along with her sex drive and emotions. Frustrated, Wisteria 
retorts that she has no interest in romance at all, causing her mother to renew her crying 
(Based on Interview 3 and own experiences). 
At this point the player is given the choice to ‘Try to comfort Mom’ or to ‘Do nothing’ 
and let someone else handle it. If the player chooses to try to comfort her, Wisteria tries to “sit 
next to her, rub her back, and take everything back. (She) reassure(s) her that some people's 
sexualities are fluid, and it is totally possible that (she) won't remain asexual”, which turns out 
to be a “big mistake” as “(she) just gave her a reason to invalidate (her)”. This does nothing to 
help, and her mother tells her that if that’s true then she should stop saying “awful things like 
marrying an asexual person”. This frustrates Wisteria, as she notes that her excuse probably 
made it harder to argue that she is asexual later on since her mother will use her statement to 
argue that she will suddenly change her orientation. Her mother continues that she is “too 
young to know” what she wants in life, that she is “too focused on school”, and that her stress 
is making a “hormone problem”. Her father keeps trying to say something but she keeps cutting 
him off. If the player told Myrrine earlier, she will angrily confront their mother, asking why she 
keeps coming up with excuses instead of just accepting Wisteria’s sexuality (Based on Interview 
3 and 10).  
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If the player chooses to do nothing, her mother asks why she feels the way she does and 
what she did wrong raising her. Her father tells her to calm down, saying that she is acting like 
Wisteria’s asexuality is somehow attacking her. Regardless of choice, an awkward silence 
ensues after her mother runs out of excuses, leaving her crying with her father trying to 
comfort her, Wisteria staring blankly at the TV trying to ignore them. After a time, “she ask(s) if 
(she) would have children”, as “by this point the crying (has) died down, and she (has) collected 
herself”, giving the player the choice between ‘No’ and ‘Possibly’(Based on Interview 3 and own 
experiences). 
If the player chooses ‘No’, her mother incredulously asks why. When Wisteria reminds 
her that she isn’t interested in having sex, her mother claims that she deserves grandchildren. 
Her father interjects that that is Wisteria’s decision to make, not hers, causing her mother to 
fall silent. If the player chooses ‘Possibly’, her mother is confused and states that she just said 
she wasn’t interested in sex. “It (doesn’t) take long” for Wisteria “to remind her about 
adoption”. Her mother grumbles that that isn’t the same, but she is followed up by her father 
stating that if she adopts children, they’ll make sure to love them like they were her own 
children. Her mother quickly agrees, stating that she will be a wonderful grandmother. 
Regardless of choice, after a pause, she asks how Wisteria’s supposed to “satisfy (her) urges”, 
“(making her) giggle at an extremely inappropriate time”, before she adds “that (she) would 
take care of it (herself).” Her mother falls silent again and is about to ask another question 
before her father interrupts her “by hugging (the four of them together), and (her) mom 
reassure(s her) that she would always love and support (her)” (Based on Interview 3).  
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After this, the player is transported back to the station to discover what happened after 
the events shown. Wisteria considers herself “very lucky that (her) parents are supportive of 
(her)”, but they still invalidate her in ways. Her father “doesn't joke with (her) about guys 
anymore”, and any time he starts joking about dating with her sister, he looks guilty if she is in 
the room. However, her mother still points out random men and taunts her about them or 
jokes about her getting married or having children, as if she is trying to maintain how things 
were before she told them. She also keeps asking her if she “wants to get (her) hormones 
checked to make sure there's nothing 'wrong' with (her). They both treat (her) asexuality as a 
dirty little secret that (she) shouldn't tell anyone beyond (her) friends”. An example of which 
happened when she did a persuasive speech about asexuality in her public speaking class, and 
once they found out, they were distressed that she “might as well have told the whole class 
what (she was)”. “(She is) thankful for their support, but (her) mother's awful sobbing might 
just haunt (her) forever. (She) feel(s) like (she’s) disappointed them” (Based on Interview 3, 10 
and own experiences). 
4.2.3 Friends Path 
 The player starts out sometime within the last year in Smiljana’s bedroom, where 
Wisteria is hanging out with Sloane and the aforementioned. They are currently watching TV 
together. Since she is “not even very aestethicaly(sic) sensitive, (she)…drive(s her) friends crazy 
when they (ask her) whether (she thinks) some guy (is) hot and (she) honestly (doesn’t) have an 
opinion”. A commercial comes on “that show(s) this famous actor walking around without any 
clothes (you only (get) to see his back and front upper body)”. Sloane and Smiljana are instantly 
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excited and begin crooning over him. They notice that Wisteria isn’t reacting to the commercial 
and ask why she isn’t saying anything about how sexy he is. Wisteria has noticed something 
standing out about the actor- however, it’s that “he (has) a weird collarbone (it (is) really pointy 
and noticeable)”, not that he is attractive in any way. The player is given the choice to say what 
she is thinking with “Why is his collarbone so weird?” or to pretend she feels the same as they 
do with “Agree that he’s hot” (Based on Interview 6).  
 If the player chooses to mention his collarbone, Smiljana will grow confused and ask her 
to clarify. Once Wisteria points out that it is very noticeable and that all the close up shots just 
showcase that point even more,  Sloane laughs and asks “how (she) could be paying attention 
to that and not notice his "great butt"”. Smiljana adds in that she is like an alien sometimes 
with how disconnected she is from everyone else (Based on Interview 6).  
If the player chooses to agree with the two of them, Sloane will point out that she’s just 
saying that to appease them, since she’s seen how she acts when she thinks somebody is 
attractive, and she is not acting that way. Smiljana mentions that that doesn’t change that 
Wisteria seems to get more excited about fictional animated characters than she does about 
real people. Wisteria explains that she finds real people attractive as well, just not because they 
are ‘sexy’. Smiljana says she is just continuing to show herself as “one of those awkward people 
that’s all obsessed with animated characters instead of tryna get a real man”. Regardless of 
choice, Smiljana’s comment upsets Wisteria, who notes that Smiljana tends to make offhand 
comments like that that she doesn’t mean anything by, but they upset her all the same. The 
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player is given the choice to ‘Confront Smil’ about this, ‘Laugh it off’ or ‘Ignore what she 
said’(Based on own experiences). 
If the player chooses to confront Smiljana, Wisteria will ask her to stop saying she is 
weird just because she doesn’t like the same people she does. Smiljana asks why and insists 
that she is just joking, to which Wisteria responds that her aunt makes similar comments when 
she comes over on holidays, either saying that she is immature when she says that she doesn’t 
find celebrities attractive or saying that she hates LGBT people while staring accusingly at her. 
This information causes Smiljana to take a step back and agree to watch what she says. If the 
player chooses to laugh it off, Wisteria makes an obnoxious fake laugh that is quickly called out 
by Smiljana. She states that her laugh only continues to prove her point that she is “a weirdo”. 
Sloane comes to Wisteria’s defense, asking for Smiljana to stop insulting her while saying that if 
anyone is weird, it would be Smiljana, who is a “big manchild” (Based on own experiences). 
If the player chooses to ignore what she said, Wisteria will stay quiet, assuring herself 
that Smiljana didn’t mean anything by it. After the events of the player’s choice, Sloane 
announces that the show they were watching has ended, so it is time to move to the next 
activity. Smiljana just got a new fighting game, Iron Maiden Coliseum, giving them the option to 
create their own characters and play through the story as a group. Sloane also brought a visual 
novel, North’s End. It’s Wisteria’s turn to choose what they play. Wisteria enjoys fighting games, 
but Iron Maiden has notoriously sexualized character designs, so it will most likely be difficult 
for her to create a character that isn’t very sexualized. North’s End is a dating game, meaning 
that Wisteria has will most likely have difficulty identifying with the main character, as she 
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often plays through the game questioning “Why are they doing this?” or “What are they going 
to so much trouble for this person they just met?”. However, she can enjoy other aspects of the 
game such as the overarching narrative or the characters’ designs. The player now has the 
choice between the two games. 
 If the player chooses to play Iron Maiden, Sloane asks if Wisteria’s sure about her 
choice. As she sticks to her decision, they begin playing. Wisteria gets to create her character 
first, since according to Smiljana she usually takes the longest to do so, to which she explains is 
because she is often trying to create a character that looks like her with desexualized armor. 
Since Smiljana has declared that no one can create a human character since that is “boring”, 
she must choose between the non-human character options. The choice is narrowed down to 
two races- the Zaing, a very pretty race with lingerie as their armor, or the Sheimkou, a race 
described as ‘asexual’, as well as the only race with actual armor. However, the Sheimkou is 
described as very “brutish and (caring) too much about fighting to care about relationships” and 
they are the ugliest and most inhuman race in the game. With this, the player is given the 
choice to play as a ‘Zaing’ and have a beautiful yet hypersexualized character, or a ‘Sheimkou’ 
and have realistic clothing options while playing as a giant fish. 
If the player chooses to play as a Zaing, Wisteria takes almost an hour, but she manages 
to create a character with an outfit resembling her own while also making sure that her clothes 
cannot be destroyed in battle by making her outfit entirely ‘underwear’ (underwear cannot be 
destroyed), something Sloane is excited to try to do with her own character. However, Smiljana 
is unamused by this amount of effort, and questions why she is trying to desexualize her 
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character since “as a lesbian she should enjoy it”. She also wonders aloud why she always goes 
out of her way to avoid romantic or sexual things, like trying so hard to avoid clothing damage 
or avoiding playing visual novels if she knows that it is a dating game. This leads her to ask what 
Wisteria’s sexual orientation is (Based on Interview 7  and own experiences). 
If the player chooses to play as a Sheimkou, Wisteria tries to make the cutest shark 
character possible. Sloane is unsurprised by her choosing this race, since “they can’t have 
clothes damage, so that kills any chance of stupid underwear fighting”. Wisteria notes that she 
managed to create armor that is equally attractive and functional, to which Smiljana 
immediately questions if that is the only reason she chose to play as a Sheimkou.  She mentions 
that it took almost an hour to try to get the character to look somewhat attractive, making it 
the worst race in the game. She clearly doesn’t like the race, and notes that “this game…has 
shameless fanservice as a selling point, and then they put the defective merpeople in here”. 
Wisteria defends them, saying that they don’t need to be sexualized since they aren’t trying to 
have sexual relationships. Smiljana immediately retrorts with “What type of person doesn’t 
care about relationships? Just cuz you can asexually reproduce doesn’t mean you need to be so 
boring”. At this point, she asks questions similar to the ones asked if the player chooses Zaing, 
and asks what Wisteria’s orientation is (Based on Interview 7 and own experiences). 
If the player chooses to play North’s End, Wisteria starts out on a low note as the main 
character, Becky, initially demonstrates herself to be a very undeveloped character with stock 
weaknesses such as being naïve and clumsy. There are four completely different men to choose 
from for her to travel with, to which Wisteria instantly questions how she can possibly be 
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attractive to all of them. Since Smiljana got to choose who they picked in the last visual novel 
they played, Wisteria gets to choose which path they play first. Sloane excitedly tells her to 
choose Gavrail, who the game’s developers said was supposed to be asexual, meaning there 
would probably be a low chance of sex scenes in the story. Smiljana insists that she pick Aldous, 
a “prettyboy player that’s hard to tie down” and apparently “the hottest one”. Sloane has 
known Wisteria is asexual since the incident with Freddy, so she is probably excited about 
finding a character she can identify with in one of her dating games. Since it’s a dating game, 
Gavrail is most likely romantic asexual and at the least sex indifferent, but Wisteria is excited to 
see an asexual character all the same.  However, she could pick Aldous as a way to make 
Smiljana happy, and to avoid explaining why she would pick Gavrail, as she doesn’t feel ready to 
tell her that she is asexual.  
If the player chooses Aldous, Wisteria goes through most of the game trying to 
rationalize why Becky is so attractive to him. As they get to the end, she asks how they can be 
comfortable having sex when they have only been dating for two weeks, to which Smiljana 
replies that she usually had sex within the first month of dating in all her relationships. Wisteria 
retorts that that means they barely know each other and their friends know them better than 
their partner does in that amount of time. Smiljana shakes her head and insists that romantic 
relationships are deeper than friendships. Wisteria continues that that makes no sense, and 
that would mean that “someone you dated for 2 years and married is somehow closer to you 
than someone you’ve been friends with for…15, just because you’ve had sex”. Smiljana says this 
is true because if you are in a relationship, you’ve seen each other naked.  Sloane contradicts 
this, saying she’s seen her topless in her hot tub plenty of times. Smiljana insists that it is not 
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the same, and says that someday Wisteria will “grow up and learn that there’s more to life than 
adventure and friends” and that “true romance is what makes life worth living”. Sloane says 
that might not be what everyone thinks, and Smiljana quickly dismisses her before asking why 
Wisteria muted the computer during all the sex scenes. Wisteria says the voice acting made it 
uncomfortable, to which Smiljana points out that she read the dialogue regardless. When she 
says she prefers to read instead of hearing the voices because it seems “too much like you’re in 
the middle of it”, Smiljana asks if she is a lesbian that dislikes heterosexual porn. When Wisteria 
responds with confusion, Smiljana continues that since she doesn’t mind seeing Sloane naked 
and always picks “the most girly looking guy” in their visual novels, she must be a lesbian, yet 
she never wants to play any visual novels if she knows it will be about dating. This prompts her 
to ask what her orientation is (Based on Interview 7, 15 and own experiences). 
If the player chooses Gavrail, Wisteria will enjoy his story in the beginning- he acts 
believably sex-repulsed, and any time Becky tries to start a sex scene, he politely declines or 
makes it obvious that he is uninterested. He is upset that all his friends have left him for their 
romantic partners while he doesn’t see why their romance should be more important than their 
friendship. He also states that he would be happy being close friends with Becky rather than 
actually dating. The game then proceeds to ruin his narrative by explaining that he was actually 
a happy romantic person before he was turned into a cyborg, repressing most of his personality 
and sex drive. He was the best knight in his army division, but it was hard for him to make 
friends since the other knights viewed him as inhuman or didn’t want to “ruin his chastity”. 
Becky then promised to use her magic to restore his human body so that he could “be himself 
again”, after which he is shown as suddenly very emotional and wanting to marry Becky. The 
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path ended with a sex scene and their marriage. Wisteria is disgruntled by this, as any time she 
thinks there will be a good asexual character, they are revealed to be “a robot or repressed or 
sick or something” and they will be fixed by the end of the plot. She doesn’t mention anything 
about it for fear of Smiljana overhearing and questioning her about her sexuality. On cue, 
Smiljana asks why she chose the path she knew would have very little romance. Wisteria 
defends her choice, saying she wanted the path with the most plot, but Smiljana quickly points 
out that she looked grumpy during the sex scene at the end. This is common whenever the 
group plays sexual games, as she often “ruin(s) the mood by not being into it or coming off as 
bored or unhappy”. Smiljana then comes to the conclusions that are shown if the player 
chooses Aldous, and then questions her orientation (Based on Interview 7, 15 and own 
experiences). 
The player is then given the option to either ‘Lie’, ‘Distract her’ or ‘Tell her’. If the player 
chooses to lie, Wisteria will say that she is a lesbian. Smiljana joyfully exclaims that she was 
right, while Sloane starts to cut in with the truth. Wisteria quickly says that she was just kidding, 
causing Smiljana to assume that she is bisexual. She says that is also wrong, confusing Smiljana 
until she explains that she is asexual. After the explanation, Smiljana is incredulous that she 
doesn’t find people sexually attractive and cannot imagine herself in sexual situations, yet she 
still finds people physically attractive. When Wisteria insists that is the truth, Smiljana states 
that she doesn’t believe her. Wisteria is about to say something when she quickly says that she 
was just joking, and she’s heard of asexuality before and doesn’t “didn't have any problems 
with it”. She jokingly adds that “with (Wisteria’s) liking of dirty jokes” she still has her doubts. 
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After a pause, she notes that she will try to stop joking about her just because she doesn’t think 
people are sexy (Based on Interview 2).  
If the player chooses to distract her, Wisteria will go from Smiljana’s lesbian mention 
and ask if she saw any of a new show with a lot of positive lesbian characters. Smiljana happily 
replies that she watches it and seems distracted- until she quickly notes that she’s aware 
Wisteria’s trying to distract her, and says she has to tell her. Wisteria says it’s not that big of a 
deal, to which Smiljana insists that she should know so she can defend her correctly from 
others if she needs to. At this point, Wisteria relents and tells her that she is asexual. 
Afterwards, Smiljana notes that that explains why she never enjoys any of their dating games, 
since she probably can’t relate to the main character. She realizes that she must’ve been 
annoying her by trying to pressure her into dating people she thought were attractive. She 
pauses and worriedly asks if she was raped or traumatized at some point, to which Wisteria 
insists that nothing of the sort happened and she’s always been the way she is. After this, 
Smiljana insists that she will try to be more sensitive with her behavior (Based on Interview 2). 
If the player chooses to tell her, Wisteria will simply explain that she is asexual with the 
justification that she’s been in the dark for long enough. Smiljana is confused that she doesn’t 
have any interest in romance, and Wisteria adds that she only cares about friendships for the 
most part. She also mentions that she only finds physically attractive if she says they are 
attractive, not sexually attractive. At the mention of this, Smiljana suddenly remembers a girl 
named Cindy that used to be in their friend group in high school. Like Smiljana, she assumed 
Wisteria was a lesbian, and “she progressively wore lower and lower cut shirts to see if she 
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could get a reaction out of (her)” since she saw her staring at her all the time- apparently, 
Wisteria was staring because she was using her as reference for pictures she was drawing in her 
notebook. At this, Smiljana realizes that her pressuring her to play sexual games or teasing her 
about fast forwarding or silencing sex scenes might’ve been annoying her. She announces that 
she will try to stop doing things that are insensitive towards her (Based on Interview 4 and own 
experiences). 
After any of these exchanges, Wisteria tearfully tries to change the topic, but not before 
she is grabbed into a hug with Sloane by Smiljana, who tells her to stop crying “like you thought 
I was gonna stop being friends with you”. At this point, Wisteria’s AI takes over the narration to 
show one last scene, just to explain why she was near tears when Smiljana said they would 
remain friends. When she was 17, after she discovered her asexuality, she explored one of her 
sister’s online LGBT communities, only to notice that many people were “either consciously or 
unconsciously ace/arophobic”. One post stood out to her- it came after the marriage equality 
ruling in the US, showing “a celebrity saying something along the lines of "What's not important 
is who you love, but that you love." Similar sentiments have been echoed by a lot of allies who 
perhaps aren't even aware aro people exist”. She was upset by the post, as it was yet another 
message of “You’re a terrible person because you don’t want romance”. The post continued to 
comment that “It doesn’t matter who you love, as long as you’re willing and wanting to have a 
relationship. That’s what makes us human”, a comment that was shared and agreed with 
hundreds of times. It just continued the thought that “relationships=sex, and without sex a 
relationship is worthless”, and everyone’s agreement was just "a reminder that to a lot of the 
world, (asexuals or aromantics) don't exist” (Based on Interview 5). 
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After this, the player is transported back to the station. Wisteria notes that the closest 
to a romantic relationship she would be willing to have would be a queerplatonic relationship, a 
close emotional connection with someone beyond what would be commonly considered a 
friendship. However, she assumes that she’s “internalized romantic superiority (or the belief 
that a romantic relationship is the best, most important one)” even though friendships are the 
most important to her. She ended up almost crying when her friends still accepted her 
regardless, as she is always “scared of losing (her) friends and any close human contacts when 
they eventually start families of their own- her mother was a single parent for a time and she 
always complained that her friends never wanted to spend time with her because they wanted 
to spend time with their husbands, even though she had known them longer than their 
husbands had. She notes that “modern society seems to see friendships as temporary things 
that a person can lose with little consequence, relationships that will eventually get replaced by 
more important, closer relationships with a S.O. and children. All of this seems to tell ace, and 
especially aro people, that we are destined to be alone and lose every relationship” (Based on 
Interview 5 and own experiences). 
4.2.4 Characters 
The characters were created based on people that appeared in the interviewees’ 
stories.  
Wisteria is the main character in Spade Memory. She is an aromantic sex- 
repulsed asexual who is a college senior majoring in game design. She is 
usually quite confident in herself, but she is uncomfortable with sexual 
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situations or hurting other people’s feelings, which results in some unpleasant situations when 
dealing with Freddy, a boy that stubbornly tries to date her even though she isn’t interested in 
having a romantic or sexual relationship, or her mother, who claims to be okay with LGBT 
people, as long as they aren’t in her family. Even though she tries to avoid stepping on toes, she 
will stand up for herself and her identity in the face of those who try to assert that she is 
something she isn’t. She dislikes gaining sexual or romantic attention from others, and outside 
of roller derby practice or bouts, she tends to wear loose or unflattering outfits to avoid people 
using that she is dressed flatteringly as an excuse to claim that she wants attention. She avoids 
making friends or talking with men as she is often scared that they will expect romance or sex 
because she is nice to them, and has an unfortunate habit of unintentionally attracting suitors 
that assume because she is friendly she is interested in them. 
Freddy is a boy in Wisteria’s English and Health classes. He assumes that                        
because she is most likely the only girl in the school to be nice to him, she 
must be romantically interested in him. He knows almost nothing about 
Wisteria personally besides that she plays roller derby and video games. He 
has a need to make himself sound more successful than others, as shown by 
his conversation with Wisteria in the hallway- she mentioned that she had once played in a 
video game tournament, to which he quickly responded that he had won a very prestigious 
tournament worth a large sum of money. He is very arrogant, and constantly invalidates 
Wisteria’s feelings about romance and sex while trying to pressure her into having a 
relationship with him. According to Sloane, he is also a compulsive liar, the most likely reason 
that he has very friends.  
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Myrrine is Wisteria’s older sister. She is a lesbian, but she has yet to come 
out to her family. She tries to be supportive of Wisteria as she deals with 
Freddy’s aggressive attempts to date her, and attempts to help her when she 
unexpectedly comes out as asexual to her parents. She keeps a lot of her 
personal feelings from her parents, as shown by her hiding of her sexuality 
and pretending to be a religious identity that she is not- after one of the girls at the family’s 
church discovered she was a lesbian, she was bullied by all the other girls at all the church’s 
group events, leading her to leave the faith.  She is more outwardly aggressive than Wisteria, 
and is more than willing to hurt peoples’ feelings if they bother her, shown by her willingness to 
confront her bigoted aunt and Freddy when they engage in problematic 
behavior. 
Sloane is one of Wisteria’s friends, and she’s known her since middle 
school. She is a feminist, so she often gets into conflict with Smiljana over 
her choices of games or shows, which usually have very objectified women 
or female characters with less plot importance than male characters. She 
tries to find things she can enjoy with Wisteria, and she is noticeably excited to find a game 
with an asexual character to show her. She will usually come to Wisteria’s defense if she is 
being invalidated in her presence.  
Smiljana is a hypersexual woman that makes up the second half of 
Wisteria’s friend group. Of the two of them, Smiljana has known Wisteria 
the longest, being friends with her since grade school. She views Wisteria as 
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her older sister, though she is prone to unknowingly making comments that upset her. She 
prefers sexualized media, leading to disagreements with Sloane when the two are together. 
Mom is Wisteria’s mother. She was a single parent for almost twenty years 
before she married her current husband. She claims to be very liberal and 
pro-LGBT+, but she is very conservative with her religious views. She is quick 
to be opposed to LGBT+ when interacting with her sister, Amata, to the 
displeasure of Wisteria and Myrrine. She also tends to push Wisteria into 
dating, as shown by calling Freddy over to her when they were shopping 
together and growing angry when Wisteria expressed annoyance or reluctance at wanting to 
interact with him.  
Dad is Wisteria’s father. He is very liberal and pro-LGBT+, causing much of 
his contention with Amata. He is seemingly the more supportive of the 
parents regarding Wisteria’s asexuality, as he tries to assure her that there 
is nothing wrong with her as his wife seems to make everything out to be 
some type of attack against her. However, similarly to Mom, he treats 
Wisteria’s asexuality as something the family should be ashamed of.  
Amata is Mom’s sister. She visits the family during the holidays, and often 
takes any opportunity she can find to condemn LGBT individuals, particularly 
when she sees Wisteria or Myrrine nearby. She uses that she is a “religious 
warrior” as a cover for her bigotry, and claims that anybody that is opposed 
to her is a “sinner”. According to Myrrine, Mom is the only person in the 
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family that doesn’t hate her.  
4.3 Study and Results 
The participants were recruited through flyers posted around the Drexel University 
campus, emails sent to LGBT groups around the campus and city, and personal recruitment 
during the beginning or end of classes as allowed by instructors. The study consisted of 32 
people. 23 of the respondents were between the ages of 18-24, 4 were between 25-34, 2 were 
between 35-44, and 3 were over 45. 18 of the respondents identified as female, 6 as male, 2 as 
transgender, 2 as non-binary, 1 as agender, 1 as demigender, and 2 didn’t choose to say. The 
respondents were overwhelmingly asexual, most participating out of an interest in seeing 
themselves represented. 20 people identified as asexual, while 8 identified as heterosexual, and 
4 identified as LGBT (specifically homosexual, bisexual, pansexual, and questioning). About half 
of the group had never played a visual novel before doing the study. Out of the heterosexual 
and LGBT players, about a third had never heard of asexuality before doing the study.  
The players were instructed to answer a pre-questionnaire gauging their opinion of the 
LGBT overall and asexuality through Likert scales,  followed by playing through one path of the 
game with the option to stop playing at any point in a space where they were alone with a 
computer and no distractions (most commonly a lab classroom in the URBN center with no 
others in the classroom), and ending with a post-questionnaire containing similar questions to 
the pre-questionnaire.  
The number of results using the five-point Likert scale for the entire group of players, as 
well as broken down into their sexual orientation group, are shown in Tables 1 and 2. In general 
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in the pretest, the heterosexual players disagreed with judging others based on their sexual 
preference and maintained these opinions on the post test. They were split on whether it was 
natural to live without dating in the pretest, and were more supportive of it in the posttest. 
They were willing to accept professional and friendly relationships with asexuals and supported 
asexuals being foster parents in the pretest, and were more supportive of this in the posttest. 
They were also more supportive of homosexual couples being allowed to marry and being 
foster parents in the posttest. In general the LGBT and asexual players remained the same level 
of supportive of asexuality and the LGBT in the pretest and posttest.  
The players were also asked questions regarding the game itself. When asked if they 
understood the main character’s motivation in the game, the majority replied that they 
understood her actions most of the time. When asked if they learned anything from the game, 
half of the group felt they learned a lot, while a quarter learned some, and a quarter little or 
nothing. This can be explained by the majority of the heterosexual and LGBT players claiming to 
have learned a lot, while only 8 of 20 asexual players claimed the same, most likely because 
they were already familiar with asexuality and an asexual viewpoint- many players commented 
that the stories in the game seemed very similar to their own lives. About half of the group 
came away with a more positive view of asexuality after playing the game- more than half of 
the heterosexual players and the majority of the LGBT players had a more positive view, while 
only 5 of the 20 asexual players claimed this. Once again, the asexual players commented that 
their views mostly stayed the same because they already had a positive view of asexuality. 
When asked how their feelings towards asexuals changed after playing the game, the majority 
of the heterosexual and LGBT players claimed to have improved views after playing, while the 
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asexual players remained unchanged, again because they already had positive views of other 
asexuals.  
When seeing if there was any difference using the means of the Likert scale responses, 
there were reflected changes, but they were usually so small that they were almost 
unnoticable. According to the averages, after playing the game, the heterosexual players 
showed more disagreement with judging people based on their sexual preference and more 
tolerance towards living without romance or dating. They were more accepting of relationships 
without sex and being friends and co-workers with asexual and LGBT people. They were more 
positive towards gay couples being married and being foster parents, as well as people not 
wishing to have sexual or romantic relationships. However, they were more negative towards 
asexuality being a valid orientation, and slightly agreed more with homosexuality being wrong.  
LGBT players remained unchanged in every aspect except for their opinion on the 
acceptability of having a relationship without sex, in which they responded more positively. 
Asexual players agreed slightly more that it was unnatural to want to live without romance, and 
disagreed slightly more that it was acceptable to have a romantic relationship without sex. They 
agreed slightly more that homosexual couples should be allowed to marry and showed slightly 
more support towards them and asexuals being foster parents. However, they agreed slightly 
more that asexuality shouldn’t be an orientation, and agreed more that avoiding sexual or 
romantic relationships was wrong along with homosexuality. Seeing that most of the changes 
resulted in means that were between .5 and .15 points in difference, and the sample size of 20 
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people, these changes could’ve been the results of 17 people staying the same and 3 or less 
people rating. 
In order to see if there was any statistically significant change in the results before and 
after playing the game, I used a two tailed t-test, the results for which are in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 
6. Each test came to the conclusion that although there appeared to be, there were no 
significant changes between the before and after results, showing that any chance of changes 
could have been due to random error.  
Along with the Likert scales, players were also asked open ended questions during both 
questionnaires, the responses of which are in Tables 7-11. When asked what they knew about 
asexuality before playing the game, the heterosexual players generally ranged from having very 
little knowledge to knowing about the asexual spectrum due to having asexual friends. Most of 
the LGBT players knew that asexuals do not experience sexual attraction, and all of the asexuals 
expectantly knew a lot about asexuality, with some only answering something along the lines of 
‘I am Asexual’ to explain their knowledge of it.  
When asked what they learned from the game or why they felt that they hadn’t, the 
heterosexual players generally learned about the asexual spectrum and that even though 
asexuality is often misunderstood, asexuals should be treated with the same respect as any 
other orientation. The LGBT players were given better understanding about the asexual 
community’s “invisibility” and how stressful it can be for asexuals to constantly have to educate 
others on their sexuality. The asexual players knew a lot of the information in the game before 
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playing, and many of their responses showed that a lot of the events in the game were similar 
to events in their own lives.  
When asked if their view of asexuality changed and why it did or didn’t, the 
heterosexual and LGBT players generally stated that they gained a understanding of asexuality, 
but did not mention if their viewpoint had changed. The asexual players who were not 
aromantic or sex-repulsed noted that they had more empathy for asexuals that were after 
seeing their point of view, while some mentioned that the game’s positive endings were 
reassuring to them. 
When asked if their view of asexuals changed and why it did or didn’t, the heterosexual 
players mentioned that they learned more about asexuality, but their feelings did not change. 
The LGBT players noted that they learned how much courage asexuals must have to face 
discrimination to the extent that they do, though they didn’t mention that their feelings had 
changed. The asexual players noted that their views did not change, but it was nice to see 
themselves represented. 
Judging from these results, the game didn’t create any significant change seen in the 
players’ attitudes towards asexuals or LGBT after playing the game. However, the heterosexual 
and LGBT players both reported feeling that they learned about asexuality. 
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TABLE 1. Percentage Responses for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT for the Entire Group, 
Heterosexuals, LGBT (Homosexual, Bisexual, Pansexual and Questioning) , and Asexuals 
Statement Entire Group 
(N=32) 
Heterosexuals 
(N=8) 
LGBT (N=4) Asexuals 
(N=20) 
 D    N    A D    N    A D    N    A D    N    A 
People should be judged based on their sexual 
preference. 
28   2    2 5    1     2 4    0     0 19   1    0 
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a 
romantic partner/dating.  
28   1    3 4     1     3 4    0     0       20   0    0     
It is acceptable to desire a romantic relationship 
with little to no desire to have sex. 
2    3   27 1     1     6 0    0    4   1   2   17 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
that doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
1    2   2 9 1     1     6 0    0    4   0   1   19 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
who is gay/ lesbian/ transgender.  
1    2   29 1    1     6   0    0     4   0   0   19 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with gay/ lesbian/ transgender 
clients. 
2    1   29 1     0    7 0    0    4   1   1  18 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with people who don't feel sexual 
attraction. 
1    2   29 1     1    6 0    0    4   0    1  19 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry 
each other.  
4    1   27  2     1    5 0    0    4   2    0  18    
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be 
foster parents. 
28    1    3 5     1    2 4    0     0     19    0   1 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should 
not be allowed to be foster parents. 
29    2    1 6    2     0 4    0     0      19    0    1 
People who say they don't feel sexual attraction 
should be allowed to have their own category of 
sexual orientation. 
1     4   27 1    3     4     0    0     4   0    1  19 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic 
relationships. 
29     1    2  5    1     2 4    0     0      20   0   0    
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 29    1     2 6     1    1 4    0     0      19    0   1       
Note: D= Sum of  Agree and Disagree, N= Neutral, A= Sum of  Agree and Agree.  
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TABLE 2. Percentage Responses for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT After Playing Game for the 
Entire Group, Heterosexuals, LGBT (Homosexual, Bisexual, Pansexual and Questioning), and Asexuals 
Statement Entire Group 
(N=32) 
Heterosexuals 
(N=8) 
LGBT (N=4) Asexuals 
(N=20) 
   D      N      A D    N    A D    N    A D    N    A 
People should be judged based on their sexual preference. 29    2     1  6     1     1      4    0     0     19   1     0   
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a romantic 
partner/dating. 
28    2     2  5     1     2     4    0     0           19   1     0   
It is acceptable to want a romantic relationship with little to no 
desire to have sex while in said relationship. 
3     2   27      0     1    7 0    0   4  3    1   16 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone that 
doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
1     1    30 1     0     7 0    0   4  0    1  19 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone who is 
gay/lesbian/transgender. 
1     2    29 1     1     6 0    0   4 0    1    19  
I would be willing to accept a job that required regular contact 
with gay/ lesbian/ transgender clients. 
2     1    29 1     0     7 0    0   4 1    1    18 
I would be willing to accept a job that required regular contact 
with people who don't feel sexual attraction. 
0     2    30      0      1     7 0    0    4 0    1    19 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry each other. 2     1    29 1     1     6 0    0    4 1    0    19 
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be foster 
parents. 
  29   1      2 6     0     2 4    0     0      19    1    0 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should not be 
allowed to be foster parents. 
30    1     1       7     0     1    4    0     0      19    1    0 
Asexual people should be allowed to have their own category 
of sexual orientation. 
4     3    25 4     1     3 0    0    4 0     2   18 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic relationships 
with others. 
27    3     1      5     2     1      3    0     0      19    1    0 
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 27    3     2      4     3     1 4    0     0      19    0    1 
Did you feel like you understood where the main character was 
coming from (her motivation behind actions)?  
  0      2    30 0    1     7   0    0    4 0    1    19   
Did you learn anything from the game?   8     8     16    1    2     5      0    1     3      7     5     8      
Did your view of asexuality change after playing the game?  3    13    16  0    1     7    1    0     3     2    12    6   
Have your feelings towards asexuals changed after playing the 
game? 
3   16     13 1    2     5     0    1     3    2    13    5    
Note: D= Sum of  Agree and Disagree, N= Neutral, A= Sum of  Agree and Agree. The questions about the game had a scale from 
negative to positive- the character motivation question ranged from D= Not Really, N= Some of the Time, and A= Most of the 
Time, “Did you learn anything from the game?” ranged from D= I learned nothing, N= I learned some, and A= I learned a lot, 
and the questions about views towards asexuals and asexuality ranged from D= Lowered, N= No change, to A= Improved.  
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TABLE 3. t-test Results for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT Before and After Playing Game for the 
Entire Group 
Statement BEFORE AFTER t-
value 
p-
value 
Mean    SS Mean   SS 
People should be judged based on their sexual 
preference. 
1.41 29.72 1.31 16.88 .432 .667 
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a 
romantic partner/dating. 
1.5 34 1.41 23.72 .388 .698 
It is acceptable to want a romantic relationship with 
little to no desire to have sex while in said 
relationship. 
4.47 31.97 4.44 41.88 .114 .909 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
that doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
4.72 16.47 4.84 12.22 -.735 .465 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
who is gay/lesbian/transgender. 
4.69 22.88 4.72 22.47 -.146 .884 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with gay/ lesbian/ transgender 
clients. 
4.66 27.22 4.72 20.47 -.285 .776 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with people who don't feel sexual 
attraction. 
4.78 15.47 4.88 7.5 -.616 .540 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry each 
other. 
4.41 51.72 4.62 33.5 -.746 .458 
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be 
foster parents. 
1.5 46 1.38 33.5 .441 .660 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should 
not be allowed to be foster parents. 
1.31 22.88 1.22 13.47 .489 .626 
Asexual people should be allowed to have their own 
category of sexual orientation. 
4.47 27.97 4.28 54.47 .650 .517 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic 
relationships with others. 
1.38 27.5 1.32 18.77 .239 .812 
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 1.38 33.5 1.53 37.97 -.582 .562 
Note: SS=  Sample Standard. p ≤ 0.05.  
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TABLE 4. t-test Results for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT Before and After Playing Game for 
Heterosexuals 
Statement BEFORE AFTER t-
value 
p-
value 
Mean SS Me
an 
 SS 
People should be judged based on their sexual 
preference. 
2.12 18.88 1.75 9.5 .527 .607 
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a 
romantic partner/dating. 
2.88 12.88 2.25 11.5 .947 .359 
It is acceptable to want a romantic relationship with 
little to no desire to have sex while in said 
relationship. 
4 8 4.38 3.88 -.814 .429 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
that doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
4.12 8.88 4.62 7.88 -.914 .376 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
who is gay/lesbian/transgender. 
4.12 14.88 4.25 15.5 -.169 .867 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with gay/ lesbian/ transgender 
clients. 
4.38 13.88 4.62 7.88 -.401 0.694 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with people who don't feel sexual 
attraction. 
4.38 9.88 4.75 3.5 -.767 .456 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry each 
other. 
3.75 17.5 4.12 14.88 -.493 .629 
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be 
foster parents. 
2.38 21.88 2.12 22.88 .279 .783 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should 
not be allowed to be foster parents. 
1.5 6 1.5 8 0 1 
Asexual people should be allowed to have their own 
category of sexual orientation. 
3.25 7.5 2.62 17.88 .928 .369 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic 
relationships with others. 
2.38 15.88 1.88 10.88 .723 .481 
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 2 14 2.5 12 -.734 .475 
Note: SS=  Sample Standard. p ≤ 0.05.  
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TABLE 5. t-test Results for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT Before and After Playing Game for 
LGBT (Homosexual, Bisexual, Pansexual and Questioning)  
Statement BEFORE AFTER t-
value 
p-
value 
Mean SS Mean   
SS 
People should be judged based on their sexual preference. 1 - 1 - - - 
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a 
romantic partner/dating. 
1 - 1 - - - 
It is acceptable to want a romantic relationship with little 
to no desire to have sex while in said relationship. 
4.75 .75 5 0 -1 .356 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone that 
doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
5 - 5 - - - 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone who is 
gay/lesbian/transgender. 
5 - 5 - - - 
I would be willing to accept a job that required regular 
contact with gay/ lesbian/ transgender clients. 
5 - 5 - - - 
I would be willing to accept a job that required regular 
contact with people who don't feel sexual attraction. 
5 - 5 - - - 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry each 
other. 
5 - 5 - - - 
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be foster 
parents. 
1 - 1 - - - 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should not be 
allowed to be foster parents. 
1 - 1 - - - 
Asexual people should be allowed to have their own 
category of sexual orientation. 
5 - 5 - - - 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic 
relationships with others. 
1 - 1 - - - 
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 1 - 1 - - - 
Note: SS=  Sample Standard. p ≤ 0.05.  
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TABLE 6. t-test Results for Attitudes Towards Asexuality and LGBT Before and After Playing Game for 
Asexuals what they knew about asexuality 
Statement BEFORE AFTER t-
value 
p-
value 
Mean    SS Mean   SS 
People should be judged based on their sexual 
preference. 
1.2 5.2 1.2 5.2 0 1 
It is unnatural to want to live without ever having a 
romantic partner/dating. 
1.05 .95 1.15 4.55 -.831 .411 
It is acceptable to want a romantic relationship with 
little to no desire to have sex while in said 
relationship. 
4.6 20.8 4.35 36.55 .643 .524 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
that doesn't desire sexual relationships. 
4.9 3.8 4.9 3.8 0 1 
I would be comfortable being friends with someone 
who is gay/lesbian/transgender. 
4.85 4.55 4.85 4.55 0 1 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with gay/ lesbian/ transgender 
clients. 
4.7 12.2 4.7 12.2 0 1 
I would be willing to accept a job that required 
regular contact with people who don't feel sexual 
attraction. 
4.9 3.8 4.9 3.8 0 1 
Homosexual couples should be allowed to marry each 
other. 
4.55 28.95 4.75 15.75 -.583 .563 
Homosexual couples should not be allowed to be 
foster parents. 
1.25 15.75 1.15 4.55 .433 .668 
Couples that don't have sex with each other should 
not be allowed to be foster parents. 
1.3 16.2 1.15 4.55 .642 .525 
Asexual people should be allowed to have their own 
category of sexual orientation. 
4.85 4.55 4.8 7.2 .284 .778 
It is wrong to avoid pursuing sexual or romantic 
relationships with others. 
1.05 .95 1.15 4.55 -.831 .411 
I feel that homosexuality is wrong. 1.2 15.2 1.25 15.75 -.175 .861 
Note: SS=  Sample Standard. p ≤ 0.05.  
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TABLE 7. What Do You Know About Asexuality? 
Asexuals It is the lack of sexual attraction (not dependent on romantic or aesthetic 
attraction) 
 I identify as asexual, have a popular ace blog and have done a number of research 
projects on the topic 
 no sexual attraction or desire to have sex 
 I am an aro-ace. It's a lack of sexual attraction. There is also an asexual spectrum 
which includes gray-asexuality and demisexuality 
 I am asexual myself, so I know a lot about it. 
 I know that I am asexual 
 I am asexual 
 most thing. definition, terminology, statistics, clinical studies, a bunch of things that 
you can find on AVEN idk can you be more specific?  
 I am ace? I know fairly a lot. Don't experience sexual desire, can have relationships, 
can have sex, can have libido. The general idea.  
 I am bloody ace 
 I know that it is a sexual orientation describing people that don't experience sexual 
attraction, and that there is a wide range of asexual expression. There are folks that 
do engage in sexual activity as well as those who don't, and there are people that 
still experience romantic attraction, while others do not. 
 I am Asexual 
 Deep knowledge about basic concepts. Asexualty, demisexilty, asexual spectruc, 
romantic spectrum...  
 That is an orientation as valid as any other and that it's different from celibacy. It's 
the lack of sexual attraction towards any gender. 
 Well, difficult to say jajajaja I've been reading about it to understand it and accept 
I'm okay, so I supose I know the basics and some curiosities we talk at avenes forum 
and face group (I recognize I'm poor at aromantic information ^^U) 
Heterosexuals Not much 
 It's where a person does not have all sexual parts? 
 I am Familiar 
 A gray area in terms of sexuality. 
 I have several friends who identify as asexual. I understand that asexuality is when 
somebody does not experience sexual attraction, and regularly hear about 
anecdotal experiences of my asexual friends. 
 Asexuals seek affection, but not necessarily sex 
LGBT Asexual folks does not feel sexual attraction to another sex 
 Its commonly and unfortunately considered to be that the asexual person has just 
never experienced good sex when in reality they dont experience any real desire or 
interest in sexual intercourse. 
 actually i've heard of it long time ago, but now i've been reading a lot of it and a lot 
of things describes the way i feel 
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TABLE 8. Were you uncomfortable at any point in the game? 
Asexuals Wis' aunt reminds me of some family members I know and their responses 
are never fun to deal with. 
the ad they were watching with the nude actor 
Things felt tense when the mouthy friend started being standoffish towards 
the MC 
The family's reactions  
I could relate a lot and it made me think of how some people are biased 
against asexuals. 
Wisteria's monologue-ing  
The similarities to my own coming out experiences. 
bloody family 
Some of the events playing out in the game resonated with my own 
experiences with dating. 
Recognizing things from my own life. (I'm ace too) 
The arguments used by the character 'Freddy' because they are the same 
arguments that people use when I say I'm ace. 
I felt bad hearing about the bad experiences in Wis' past. They resonate a bit 
with me. 
Heterosexuals Do people actually think this way? Being mentally weak is an acceptable 
form, but not being able to stand up for your ideals until the very end was 
very nerve-wracking. It disappoints me to think that people are too afraid to 
tell others what they feel in a free country such as the United States. 
Her friends were being jerks. It didn't feel like either of them ever really put 
the effort into understanding their friend, and that probably won't change 
too much 
LGBT 
The guy was being persistent in trying to convince me to have sex when I 
don't want to. 
The point discussing the post on the LGBT site made me realize that that 
there were sometimes unintented meanings that were very hurtful and 
upsetting. until that i actually dont think i fully understood what it meant 
when people said that the ACE community was invisible, and gave that 
statement more depth than i realized it contained. 
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TABLE 9. Did you learn anything from the game? If you did, what did you learn? If you didn't, why do you 
feel that you haven't? 
Asexuals Well a lot of this stuff I kind of knew as an ace myself, but it was nice to see the aromantic 
side of things as I really really want to get married and raise a family. 
 I've heard all/most of this before... + it's earrily similar to my life... i basically dated less-jerk 
version of Freddy... then the jerk verion of Freddy... yay me... The info was all good though, 
but some of the dialogue seemed a bit unnatural in the sense that it was perhaps too 
elevated for normal conversation? Wis' voice got better and more developed the further in 
it went. 
 to appreciate  myself asa n ace 
 While I was familiar with the issues beforehand, it did occur to me while playing that 
perhaps more people are offensive out of ignorance rather than malice or intolerance of 
that which is different 
 That coming out can be difficult but it is important to stand your ground 
 Coming out as asexual can be different for everyone, people react differently, and since not 
many people are familiar with asexuality, there can be misunderstandings. 
 It just served to reinforce my own thoughts on asexuality. 
 I'm an aro ace 
 It's not like her experiences were any different from my own.  Pretty much the same, so no 
new insights or sudden realisations or anything. 
 She had very similar situation to my own. I have already lived it. 
 I already know all this stuff 
 i learned  more respect 
 I think I was quite familiar with asexuality prior to the game, and so what I learned was 
probably that others have had experiences like my own. 
 A bit of how aromantic people think. 
 I'm asexual aromantic so I understood the character from the beginning to the end. 
However, I learn about the fear of being alone when friends start having children and 
marrying. It has very helpful to see it explained and expressed. Indeed in real life I tend to 
have both types of friens alosexual romantic and also asexual and aromantic so I won't have 
such a hole because other asexual aromantics will share my situation and we will be still 
together. I don't mean I will lose alsexual romantic friends, but it is know that their lives will 
change in a way mine won't do.  
 I learned about how people interacted with other individuals based on my actions.  
 I learnt that it's good to stay true to who you are, even if it doesn't seem a good idea at first. 
 I've read similar things before in the forum, and I even feel identified sometimes 
 I feel like I gained a bigger understanding on queerplatonic relationships 
Heterosexuals what asexual means  
 i learned that every one has feelings 
 asexality sould be treated equal 
 nice conversation between people and their decisions without any pressure 
 i received an understanding. 
 I learned about the various forms of the asexual spectrum. Consequently, it doesn't need to 
be so gray. Do I want to have a romantic/sexual relationship with this person? Yes or no. If 
it's with the mass population, it should still apply. 
 I learned that asexuals are generally very misunderstood, more than I initially thought. 
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 What asexuality really is and how a person gets to the point where they realize they are 
asexual 
LGBT I learned that not many people are open to have a dialogue about different sexuality and 
romantic situations. It is often the person who is different to educate others on the topic.   
 I didn't learn what happen if there is not anyone steps in the situation when I try to explain 
to someone I just don't want to have sex. 
 i learned what its meant when people say that the ace community is invisible, rather than 
not being acknowledged meant that often people forget that what they say might exclude 
some people. i also got clarification about what it means to have a queerplatonic 
relationship, 
 i learn how can the family can accept your orientation which is pretty nice 
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TABLE 10. Did your view of asexuality change after playing the game? Why has it changed? If it hasn't, 
why is that? 
Asexuals Is still love asexuality and am a huge proponent of it in all forms of media. 
 This game basically represents all the views I currently have, so they haven't changed :) 
 I got someone to relate to 
 I was already familiar 
 it stayed the same 
 The game made me see what asexuality is for someone other than myself. 
 It's still the same 
 No 
 I already am familiar with everything mentioned. 
 Didn't change. Because my views on asexuality are very personal. 
 I am already non a-phobic  
 I'm already ace and already fine with that 
  it improved 
 I think I took some comfort in reading about someone else's story, and it was nice to read 
those positive messages about how being ace doesn't equate to being broken. 
 I'm ace and mostly just recognized stuff... 
 More empathy for sex-repulsed people, which is not my case. I understood better that case. 
 I am ace myself and I feel educated about this topic so I didn't see anything I didn't know or 
understand already.  
 It has somewhat improved because seeing that it had a "good" ending it was reassuring and 
made me feel at ease with my asexuality. 
 Same reason as the last question 
 I guess I already understand ace people and what they might go through. Extending that to 
aro people isn't that hard. 
Heterosexuals Learned what it means and why  
 it has not i believe every should be accepted for whould they are no matter what 
 i learned abour different catigories 
 nice conversations and choices 
 i received a complete understanding of asexuality. 
 I accept the standard of the asexuality, but I felt the spectrum is an overreaction. 
 I didn't realize how insensitive others can be, just because they don't know about asexuality 
 Through Wisteria, I got to go through the journey with her and see her experiences dealing 
with people who accepted & didn't accept her as she was trying to find herself. I also 
learned more about what asexuality really is. 
LGBT More of an appreciation 
 I do have a understanding of asexual 
 there were more moments that excluded and separated asexuals than i had initially 
realized, and this has brought to my attention their struggle more. 
 well actually changed my point of view how the family started to see asexuality 
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TABLE 11. Have your feelings towards asexuals changed after playing the game? Why have they 
changed? If they haven't, why is that? 
Asexuals Sometimes it's hard to see things from the aro point of view so yeah I'd say it increased. 
 Same as above - game displays my views and therefor did not change them 
 the girl was relatble 
 As above 
 it stayed the same but it was great to see some more visibility 
 I never stop being amazed about how brave and strong asexuals can be in a society where 
sex and relationships is seen as the most important thing in someone's life. I only have good 
feelings about fellow asexuals, and this game has only improved my feelings. 
 It's still the same 
 No 
 Nothing new was introduced to me. 
 there's no need to change my feelings towards asexuals 
 Same as other answer 
 well I am still bloody brilliant 
 Improved 
 I think that being ace myself, my feelings toward them were already quite positive to begin 
with. 
 I'm ace too. 
 Better knowledge about asexual diversity. 
 I am ace.  
 They stay the same: good feelings. 
 We always change knowing each other experiences (At least I do jajaja) 
 It has remained the same for the reasons previously stated ^^ 
Heterosexuals Learned something new about peoples orientation 
 have not changed. 
 i learned more about it  
 Same 
 I now have a complete and clear understanding. 
 I feel as while being asexual is an acceptable form that should not be discriminated against, 
it is an excuse to fulfill a gap in reasoning on why a person is, at which point I feel that a 
person doesn't even accept their own feelings and just simply use a term that makes 
exclude themselves from society. Read: wants attention. Accept yourself and who you are, 
not let society dictate what you should be. 
 I don't think my feelings really changed too much. I have many asexual friends. I guess all I 
can do is try my best to be more aware of their struggles. 
 I think understanding more about asexuality helps to improve how we feel about them and 
the struggles that they have to go through on a daily basis. 
LGBT takes a lot of courage to explain who you are. 
 same above 
 I never realized the extent to which they faced discrimination, consciously or unconsciously, 
and how that makes them feel. 
 now i see it like something you mustn't feel weird about it 
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
There was not enough evidence to show that the game had a significant effect on the players in 
the study. The impact of the game on changing players’ views was very small- there could have 
been multiple reasons for this. The players were already quite open minded before they played 
the game, but even so, a game might not have enough power to change views about a topic like 
asexuality. The validity of asexuality as an orientation is something so based in identity that it 
can be very difficult to change someone’s views on it, as asexual players most likely already 
have very personal views, while allosexual players would most likely have difficulty changing 
their views as they might feel that asexuality doesn’t apply to them personally. Allosexual 
players could also have reactions similar to those seen in Jane Elliott’s racism exercises, 
becoming frustrated at seeing their negative actions portrayed and instead attacking the group 
they are supposed to be empathizing with instead of changing their actions [14]. The 
questionnaires could have also biased the players in their responses- all of the questions aside 
from the questions asking if asexuality should be considered a valid orientation can easily be 
read as inherently assuming that being heterosexual is the default.  
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Although the game was created in an attempt to change players’ views towards 
asexuality, the true effect it seemed to achieve was the illustration of the effects of 
microaggressions and invalidation and the importance of working together to try to mitigate 
them. How much the allosexual players felt that they learned and their views towards 
asexuality seemed to be dependent on the concept of projective identity. This was seen in the 
dating route, where two male heterosexual players seemed to identify more with Freddy than 
Wisteria. One of the players noted as he played that Freddy was correct in all of his invalidating 
statements and wished for Wisteria to stop being stubborn with him, while the other filled out 
the responses:  
 
Do people actually think this way? Being mentally weak is an acceptable form, 
but not being able to stand up for your ideals until the very end was very nerve-
wracking. It disappoints me to think that people are too afraid to tell others what 
they feel in a free country such as the United States. 
 
I learned about the various forms of the asexual spectrum. Consequently, it 
doesn't need to be so gray. Do I want to have a romantic/sexual relationship 
with this person? Yes or no. If it's with the mass population, it should still apply. 
 
I feel as while being asexual is an acceptable form that should not be 
discriminated against, it is an excuse to fulfill a gap in reasoning on why a person 
is, at which point I feel that a person doesn't even accept their own feelings and 
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just simply use a term that makes exclude themselves from society. Read: wants 
attention. Accept yourself and who you are, not let society dictate what you 
should be. 
The second male in particular seemed to be threatened by Wisteria’s negative reactions 
towards Freddy, who was similar to him, and defensively lashed out at her identity using much 
of the same arguments as Freddy (saying asexuals are “mentally weak”, attention wanting and 
letting society dictate their identity, while saying the asexuality spectrum should be how he 
defines it). However, players that seemed to identify with Wisteria were more open to 
accepting her identity-  one female heterosexual player that had a negative view towards 
asexuality in the pre-questionnaire (stating that living without dating or have a relationship 
without sex was unnatural, etc) spoke aloud while playing the game, attacking Freddy anytime 
he made Wisteria uncomfortable or invalidated her and cheering when she finally got rid of him 
at the end. Her post-questionnaire showed much more positive reactions to asexuality.  
   The game seemed to succeed in its attempt to create an instance of positive 
representation for the asexual community- Many of the asexual players noted that the events 
in the game were similar to events in their own lives or those of asexuals they knew. Many, 
especially the aromantic players, identified strongly with Wisteria. Some of the asexual players 
when speaking about their experience with the game after playing, praised the character of 
Myrrine as a member of the LGBT that supports Wisteria in tangible ways, especially as the 
asexual community continues to face gatekeeping in the LGBT community claiming that they do 
not truly belong. The game was also posted on Tumblr, where members of the asexual 
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community can download it and play it for themselves: one comment on the game is seen in 
the below image. 
In the future I want to expand on the game by adding characters on different areas of 
the asexual spectrum, to give further representation to other areas of the asexual, romantic 
and sexual spectrums. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Tumblr Comment 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Aromantic Interviews 
Discovering Asexuality 
1. “In case it's relevant, I'm a 23 year old student. Cis female, aromantic, sex-repulsed ace. 
European/American Third culture kid.  
 
I discovered asexuality when I was about 20 years old through some LGBT+ page on FB. Seeing the 
term led me on a google search and to AVEN. Before that, I'd never heard this orientation was 
possible. I went to a very liberal school, where homo- and possibly bisexuality were discussed, as 
well as binary trans identities. However nothing was said about asexuality, and since I never had any 
attraction towards females I always thought I was straight, albeit somehow slow, traumatized or in 
some way messed up. I always kept waiting for the moment I'd meet someone and suddenly fall in 
love.” 
Coming Out 
2. “After I found the term, I immediately started identifying as ace. I'm still in the closet to most 
people, especially my family. My mother is very open-minded, unfortunately she's also a proper 
scientist and won't accept anything without evidence so I've not had the courage to come out to her 
yet. I'm trying to gather proof of asexuality as an orientation, as well as the courage to come out. 
I've been out to a few friends. The first one I told was a very hypersexual woman who asked me 
whether I wasn't raped or had some trauma.  
I've also had the misfortune of most of my straight male friends eventually developing some 
feelings for me, which even now makes me a bit afraid to be friends with men. Out of the three, I've 
told one man who was incredibly understanding. He's been curious, but he's never questioned my 
identity. Sometimes he does forget I'm repulsed and start talking to me of his sexual occurrences, 
but otherwise he's been very supportive.  
My two good friends and I were playing Truth or Dare last Christmas, when the question of my 
sexual orientation came up. I tried to distract them but it didn't work. But it turned out they already 
knew what asexuality was and so didn't have any problems with it.  
Though with my liking of dirty jokes, as well as finding some celebrities aesthetically attractive, 
sometimes they say they have doubts.” 
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3. “I came out to my mom a few months ago, after my fifteenth birthday. We were watching a TV 
show, and she was interrogating me about whether I had any crushes or not. She used to do that 
constantly before I came out. When I didn't seem to be that interested in boys, she switched tactics 
and asked if I was a lesbian.  
 
By this point I was really sick of her prodding and poking at me constantly, teasing me about guys 
she thought I could possibly be crushing on. She didn't understand why I would get so defensive, 
because from her point of view she was innocently asking a simple question. Of course, she would 
become frustrated with me and these discussions would inevitably end in huge fights.  
 
She asked, "So, any new crushes?" I answered no snappishly and she expressed her incredulity.  
 
I had been considering coming out to my parents for a while now. They are extremely liberal and 
pro-LGBT+, so I thought everything should be okay. I was s nervous, though. Who wouldn't be? 
 
My body was tingling and I felt feverish as I told her, "I don't have a crush because I don't like 
anybody! I feel the same about boys and girls." It was a terribly worded declaration, which became 
obvious when she immediately asked if I meant that I'm bisexual. I explained more in detail about 
my asexuality. She already knew about asexuality, so at least I didn't have to explain that.  
 
She proceeded to ask if I would ever marry (probably not, but if I did it would be to another asexual, 
as more of an ultra-best friend instead of a romantic/sexual partner) and the answer reduced her to 
tears. I was sitting separately, and I felt the need to sit next to her, rub her back, and take 
everything back. I actually kind of did, in a moment of panic. I reassured her that some people's 
sexualities are fluid, and it is totally possible that I won't remain asexual. Big mistake. I just gave her 
a reason to invalidate me. 
 
She asked if I would have children. By this point the crying had died down, and she had collected 
herself. When I told her maybe, she seemed confused. It didn't take long to remind her about 
adoption. 
 
She asked how I would 'satisfy my urges'. First of all, it made me giggle at an extremely 
inappropriate time. Second, I had to tell my mom that I would take care of it myself. That is a topic 
that I had never imagined she would bring up, and I was unprepared. 
 
I am very lucky that my parents are supportive of me. My dad took the news by hugging me, and my 
mom reassured me that she would always love and support me. However, I will never forget the 
way my mom's voice cracked when she said, "You'll never marry?" or the way she sobbed, or how 
my dad doesn't joke with me about guys anymore. My mom wants to get my hormones checked to 
make sure there's nothing 'wrong' with me. They both treat my asexuality as a dirty little secret that 
I shouldn't tell anyone beyond my friends. A few days ago, my mom told me that I shouldn't put 
myself in a box, that the right person is out there. She has insinuated before that maybe I'm just too 
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focused on school, or maybe it's hormones, or I'm too shy, or too young to know.  
 
I'm thankful for their support, but my mother's awful sobbing might just haunt me forever. I feel like 
I've disappointed them.” 
Relationships/ Microaggressions 
4. “Well, a story from high school.  There was a girl that hung out with us.  Apparently my ace friend 
and I confused the hell out of her.  She progressively wore lower and lower cut shirts to see if she 
could get a reaction out of us.  We never noticed.  I did even realize until about 10 years later when 
my friend mentioned that was happening, and that it was confusing her. 
 
My friend only found out that she was doing that because he went on a date with her, and she 
brought it up during it (back in high school).  And he only mentioned it a few weeks ago, because he 
thought I had noticed.  I didn't even know they went on a date.” 
 
5. “I am an ally to the LGBT+ community, and there are many times people have been either 
consciously or unconsciously ace/arophobic.  
For example, during the marriage equality ruling of the US Supreme court an image went around FB 
with a celebrity saying something along the lines of "What's not important is who you love, but that 
you love." Similar sentiments have been echoed by a lot of allies who perhaps aren't even aware aro 
people exist.  
So many people also believe relationships=sex, and without sex a relationship is worthless. Though 
I've never been in a relationship, it's still a reminder that to a lot of the world, we don't exist.  
As my mother doesn't know I'm aro or ace, she occasionally makes hurtful comments. Such as 
telling me how much easier life would be if I had a partner. (She's been a single parent for almost 2 
decades now) She also does talk about how I should go out and at least try to find someone.  
I would like to find a QP (queerplatonic) relationship. I do think I've internalized romantic superiority 
(or the belief that a romantic relationship is the best, most important one.) And I am scared of 
losing my friends and any close human contacts when they eventually start families of their own. 
The only one of my family I'm close to is my mother. Modern society seems to see friendships as 
temporary things that a person can lose with little consequence, relationships that will eventually 
get replaced by more important, closer relationships with a S.O. and children. All of this seems to 
tell ace, and especially aro people, that we are destined to be alone and lose every relationship.” 
6. “When I was 17 I asked out a guy in my class (everybody was so surprised, since they had assumed I 
was a lesbian by that point, because I wasn't interested in anybody). At that time I thought I had a 
crush with him (I had nothing to compare it to and no other name to give it), although I couldn't 
picture myself doing absolutely nothing with him, he was just a guy I thought was nice and funny 
and would have liked to get to know and be friends with him. When he politely told me he already 
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had a girlfriend I was so confused that I didn't feel sad. I was actually so very relieved (which my 
friends didn't seem to buy, God knows why...). I had asked him out and he had said no, which meant 
I didn't need to do anything else about my "feelings", and I didn't have to go through the ordeal of 
actually going out with him, which would have been SO awkward and pointless, since I didn't want 
to kiss him or anything. 
 
After I kissed a guy for the first time (I was 20) I spent almost a whole year considering becoming a 
nun, since the experience had been just so... dull, and I didn't see why I would want to ever do it 
again. 
 
The sencond time I kissed a guy (I was 24) I was so unmoved by it that I kept track of how many 
times a near traffict light changed color while the kiss lasted, just so I had something to do. 
 
I'm not even very aestethicaly sensitive, so I used to drive my friends crazy when they asked me 
whether I thought some guy was hot and I honestly didn't have an opinion. Oh, I remember this 
time, many years ago: there was a commercial on tv (perfume commercial) that showed this famous 
actor walking around without any clothes (you only got to see his back and front upper body). My 
friends seemed so utterly confused when I said he had a weird collarbone (it was really pointy and 
noticeable): they didn't understand how I could be paying attention to that and not notice his " 
great butt" xD” 
Heteroromantic Interviews 
Discovering Asexuality 
7. “I guess I always knew I am asexual, I don't have a memory of feeling sexual attraction to anyone. 
Since I was 15 I realized I wasn't like the other boys (or girls), but I didn't knew about asexuality, for 
me I was just a "broken" kid. My dad always thought I was homosexual by the way I speak and 
behave when talking with someone (my friends said I'm "too polite", so you can tell I'm not 
heterosexual. When I was 17 I found AVEN and started to come here, as anonymous, just to read 
the Q&A. I guess, in my mind, if I created a account I was accepting the fact that I really was ace and 
that scared me – what scared me was the fact that I was going to be different from everybody, and 
for me was wrong, I thought I was born to be like everybody else, a "normal" person –, so I just read 
the posts and started to accept the fact that I really am asexual, and there is nothing wrong about it, 
that I am normal and there is no reason to be afraid or scared about it. I saved one topic that really 
helped me, it is "How I know I am asexual", it was helpful because I could relate to almost 
everything in that post, and even the owner of the post helped me with my struggles.  In April 05 of 
2015 I finally accepted that I was asexual and I made an account, I was really shy (and still am, in this 
site) but I finally found me (: “ 
 
8. “For how I discovered my asexuality, I was browsing on Facebook around a LGBT page's pictures 
that one of my acquaintance's from school had liked, and I stopped on one picture that had 
something about asexuality on it. At the time I had never seen the term before and looked at the 
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comments to see what asexuality was, in which a random person defined it as 'not liking anyone', so 
I moved on and convinced myself that couldn't describe me because I still liked people and had 
crushes. So fast forward a couple weeks and I was messaging a friend on Facebook and he was 
asking really uncomfortable questions about arousal and sex and masturbation and I didn't want to 
be a part of that at all, so I remembered about what I thought asexuality was and used that as a 
block to his questions so I wouldn't have to tell him this personal stuff, which of course raised more 
questions. I had to look up asexuality to support my claim, and that's when I really started to find 
out that I could actually be asexual. It took some time to adjust to this news, as I had always just 
thought that I was straight and everyone else felt the same way I did about sexual stuff, but after 
finding AVEN, I was completely sure this is who I am.” 
Coming Out 
9. “I came out to my older sister, as she came out to me a while ago on being a lesbian, and it went 
great. She was informed about asexuality beforehand I'm assuming because of activities around the 
LGBT community, so I didn't have to explain about what my sexuality was, which was a relief. Her 
and I had always commented on how out relatives have been pushing us to get boyfriends and how 
absurd it was, so when she came in my room one day to tell me about the recent comments on our 
lack of boyfriends, I told her that I wasn't going to be having any boyfriends anytime soon mainly 
because I am asexual, in which she just shrugged and said "okay, great" and that was that about it.” 
 
10. “So, I've told 2 friends and my dad about it, that 2 friends is a couple of girlfriends I know. I told 
them separately, I was really nervous when I first told my friend but they were really 
comprehensive, the real problem was my dad, although he had the same question as my friends – 
like: "are you sure it isn't hormone problem?" or "maybe it is psychological" or "are you sure you 
will be happy? because it is wrong not to have sexual feelings for someone, we need it, you won't 
be able to stay in a relationship" –, he didn't really believed that asexuals exist or he didn't believed 
I am. It was really hard for me to made him realize that someone who is asexual can be happy just 
as heterosexual or homosexual people (but I'm not sure he understood). I think that is the most 
difficult thing about someone who is ace is when you tell someone, because it is very hard for our 
society to realize that we exist (there is a CCA that a Brazilian woman wrote that is called " "my life 
of amoeba": the scripts sex-normative and the social construction of asexualities on the internet 
and school", and her conclusion is that our society isn't ready to accept asexuals).” 
Relationships/ Microaggressions 
11. “ I don't really think that my relationships was affected by me being ace. I had 4 girlfriends, and only 
had sex with one, just as a "proof" to myself that I really am ace (I guess you don't want details on 
that so... moving on lmao). I always told them that I didn't want to have sex and they always 
understood, although I don't believe I got in a point where this became a problem, I was only with 
them for 6 to 12 months, so I might not be able to help you with that ): “ 
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Romantic Other Than Heteroromantic Interviews 
Discovering Asexuality 
12. “From 11-12 onwards I've known that I saw sex / attractiveness / hot people differently from most 
other people around me. I was kind of in denial, though; I attributed this to the culture at my school 
and figured that everyone was just pretending. At 20 I had my first real relationship, and felt very 
uncomfortable with sex, but thought that was just a result of my being inexperienced (and being on 
antidepressants). I avoided relationships subconsciously for a couple of years after that. Had a brief 
fling-type-thing at 25 for a few weeks, in which I also felt very uncomfortable about the idea of sex 
and did my best to avoid it. That was when I finally decided to confront the issue. I worked it out 
pretty quickly once I wasn't denying the obvious facts.” 
 
13. “I actually found out about asexuality as an orientation from my best friend.” 
Coming Out 
14. “My best friend…has been super accepting and supportive of me and of asexuality in general. My 
other friends that I told have all been really cool with it too; they have all listened to my explanation 
of asexuality, and accepted it just like that.” 
Relationships/ Microaggressions 
15. “I also haven't had any romantic relationships, but it has affected looking for one. Because I'm so 
afraid of being in a relationship with a sexual person, I have avoided everything and anything to do 
with dating and suppressed the crushes that I have on other people because they would eventually 
want to do things I wouldn't be comfortable with.  
But with relationships with friends, I feel like my asexyness has made things awkward, especially 
with my age group, because whenever people talk about someone's hotness or relationships or 
pulled out sexual games, I could ruin the mood by not being into it or coming off as bored or 
unhappy. Plus theres the whole problem of not knowing when someone else is flirting or if I am 
supposedly flirting with someone, so I've tended to avoid the opposite gender more than I should 
and making friendships mostly with girls while the guys are just as friendly, but I don't want to 
unknowingly do anything embarrassing or unintentional around them.” 
16. “So as far as being invalidated, I have seen two counselors (for anxiety/depression, not because of 
asexuality) but asexuality did come up. The first lady actually laughed at me, and at the very idea of 
asexuality, and told me that there was no way that such a thing could exist. She said romance was a 
precursor to sex, and not something on its own. She then asked a bunch of condescending 
rhetorical questions, and honestly I think I should have reported her for malpractice.  
 
The second guy was not nearly so rude, but he did claim that what I was experiencing was hormone 
related, and that 50% of women experienced it at some point in their lives. Even after I asked him to 
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research asexuality a but, he came back next time still not believing that it was a valid orientation.  
One really awesome story that I like to tell is from a junior English class in college. We had to write a 
response paper on any story we ha read in class so far, explaining what kind of personal connections 
we made, and mine was relating the experiences of the main character to my experiences as an 
asexual (how society largely ignores and belittles asexuality, asexual relationships aren't "real 
relationships", etc." Not only did I get an A+ on the paper, the professor actually knew about 
asexuality, and was totally on the same wavelength as me. She even wrote comments on the paper 
that were pretty much the same as what I had written later on (she hadn't read that part yet). And 
afterwards, I ended up having a really awesome discussion with her about asexuality and how it is 
viewed by society and such. It was super awesome!” 
Demisexual Interviews 
Discovering Asexuality 
17. “When I was twelve, I had a crush. A vague memory of a tall boy with curls and grey eyes remains, 
but what still stands out in my mind: I loved this guy for who he was. He led our group on long hikes, 
and walked alongside the slowest member. He was able to pull together a group of arguing pre-
teens, when he was only thirteen. And he was always fair, talking to us, or talking for us as a 
representative. It was innocent, normal, and it ended when he moved away. 
When I was fourteen, my classmates were developing quickly and exploring kisses and crushes and 
staying up until midnight to dance awkwardly to late-nineties pop music. I wasn’t worried, since I 
was rather a geek, and I had several friends just as awkward and hesitant about all the sex stuff and 
developing bodies and let’s just focus on the brave new world on the internet, all right? We were 
the MSN Messenger people and the Livejournal teenage angst blogs and the text-based RPGs of 
yore. And at school parties we could still join in the Macarena, so. 
By the time I was sixteen, I was well into a proper bout of depression and feeling like an alien 
anyway. Not being in love or wishing for sex felt normal when I was fighting to find the will to go to 
school each day. 
By the time I was eighteen, I was glorying in being a first-year university student, finding friends, 
getting intellectual highs from doing what I loved all the livelong day and exploring all the interests I 
hadn’t dared to in high school. Sex wasn’t much a part of life if you didn’t party much and weren’t in 
a relationship. 
At twenty I was entering a serious sexual crisis, because I didn’t exactly desire it, but I was sick with 
the desire for a partner and a family. I had loved kids for a long time and found it a lot of fun to 
work with them. And I was good at it. It took several months to accept that I might not get what I 
want until I found the self-respect and courage to step out into the dating scene. So I started on the 
self-respect. 
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Twenty-two-year-old me was back into a serious depression, worse than the last, and sought 
therapy not just for the symptoms but also the origin for the deep insecurities and their self-
destructive consequences. It was a big turnaround. 
At twenty-four I felt myself again, liberated, and far more secure than I’d ever been, and beginning 
to build a proper identity as an adult. Enjoying and expanding platonic relationships, taking risks in 
personal activities, daring to start a search for a dream job. 
I was happy, and at peace with the fact that I would probably remain sexually inactive for the rest of 
my life. 
And that was the point where my libido came roaring to life, after it had gone into near-constant 
dormancy halfway through puberty. I’d only felt attracted to the occasional fictional character. I was 
able to masturbate only rarely. I had romantic fantasies aplenty, but not really sexual fantasies. 
After that point, I felt attracted to several guys I knew well, even two women, bunches more 
fictional characters, male and female. I even had two moments that I stood on a turning point 
where, if I had pursued the guys, I’d have fallen for them, hard, but I didn’t, knowing they were 
already attached. 
There were still gaps, though. Strangers were as genderless to me as before, just… persons. 
Commercials that based themselves in sex appeal were still silly. Attraction still started with a 
combination of admiration and the same click I had with good friends, desire didn’t follow until I’d 
seen a person frequently for six months, and couldn’t happen at all if I didn’t trust the person. 
So I started hopping through the internet, to see what women were up to these days when it came 
to sex. I started indulging in late night fantasies and physical exploration, to see what worked, what 
didn’t. Mental stimulation seemed far more powerful than physical, to the point where the best 
sort of masturbation was done in comfy clothes, hands behind my head and eyes closed. 
At twenty-six, I discovered the word “demisexual”, a type of sexual where the libido worked 
intermittently, and emotion was very important. It fit so very well. 
I pulled off my headphones, sat back in my chair and said, “he he”. In English, it’d have been, 
“finally”. It was such a big, giant relief. 
Looking back, I think the biggest revelation is that not only do I need to have an emotional 
connection with another to be physically attracted to them, I also needed to have the mental space 
and the emotional peace I didn’t get until my mid-twenties in order to truly have a sexual drive in 
general. 
The way I’ve started to wish to have sex in my mid-twenties doesn’t match what descriptions I have 
and have witnessed of teenage sexuality. I am not insecure about what I want, just ignorant, nor do 
I feel a pressing need to get it immediately. I feel ready to take on a long-term relationship, should 
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dating go somewhere, but not the urge to go there immediately. I am an adult, and wish to have the 
sex life of one, not like a teen. 
The coolest part of being demisexual? It has its advantages, too. Because I needed to be at peace 
with myself before I even wanted sex, I am alright being single. And because I know a person before 
I desire them, and that person knows me, I have a far better chance of predicting if it could go 
somewhere when I’m attracted to someone.” 
Coming Out 
N/A 
Relationships/ Microaggressions 
N/A 
 
 
 
